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This study, Corridor Planning Guide, is designed to review how corridor studies are completed at
DVRPC, and to explore various approaches to corridor planning to inform DVRPC’s and partner agencies’
(including the state departments of transportation and county planning agencies) work on corridor studies.
Developing a stronger land use and transportation linkage is an important part of DVRPC’s mission. 

Corridors form the primary connections between cities, neighborhoods, suburbs, and the region as a whole.
Metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), such as DVRPC, are in a unique position to plan for
corridors given our multi-county jurisdiction, enabling DVRPC to conduct a planning exercise across
municipal and county boundaries. Many MPOs, DVRPC included, also organize anticipated growth in
corridor form in their long-range plans. Corridor plans can facilitate linking land use and transportation,
connect infrastructure to development decisions, and coordinate redevelopment along a corridor by
building partnerships between numerous public and private agencies and organizations. Corridor plans can
resolve major planning issues prior to project development, and protect transportation investments.

This work supports the many initiatives and policies at the New Jersey Department of Transportation and
the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation on Smart Transportation, Context-Sensitive Solutions,
Community Impact Assessment, Mobility and Community Form, and Fix It First. A companion DVRPC
study, Innovations in Zoning for Smart Growth, can be useful for those preparing corridor studies with
zoning recommendations.

The Introduction includes a discussion of what corridor plans are, when and why they are done, and how
they can integrate transportation and land use concerns. Chapter 1 presents national and state perspectives
on corridor planning, including the relevant policies and practices of both Pennsylvania and New Jersey
Departments of Transportation. Chapter 2 discusses the corridor planning process at DVRPC, including
how corridors are selected for study, a typical study methodology, common elements included, and the
agency’s public involvement. Chapter 3 presents a Corridor Planning Toolbox, describing the common
transportation and land use elements included in a corridor study, as well as other tools and techniques that
may enhance the land use-transportation linkage. Whenever possible, the description includes why and
when one would use the data or tool, and a resource where more information can be obtained.

The Appendix contains several useful checklists for corridor or area planning (or more specific topical
studies), from assessing walkability and bikeability, to reviewing proposed land developments and a
municipality’s level of sophistication with land use issues and smart growth.
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What Is a Corridor Study/Plan?

Broadly speaking, transportation-related corridor planning is the coordination of transportation and land
use activity within a linear area, usually along a major transportation link, such as a state highway.
Corridors can be defined narrowly, to include only one road and its adjoining land use, or more broadly to
include a network of parallel routes and transit lines. Metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), such
as DVRPC, have completed numerous corridor studies over the years. MPOs are in a unique position to
plan for corridors, given our regional jurisdiction, enabling DVRPC to conduct a planning exercise across
municipal and county boundaries. Many MPOs, DVRPC included, also organize anticipated growth in
corridor form. Indeed, DVRPC’s long-range plan, Destination 2030, encourages growth in centers and
along corridors. As DVRPC’s mission is to plan for and program transportation improvements, corridor
plans are prepared to coordinate anticipated or proposed major public improvements with existing and
proposed land uses.

Corridor plans provide the state departments of transportation, local governments (including municipal
and county), landowners, developers, and residents along the corridor with an overall vision, as well as
guidance and coordination on what future infrastructure improvements are needed. Corridor plans often
include descriptions of capital improvements, implementation phasing, access and circulation issues, and
protected lands. 

Why This Study?

This report, Corridor Planning Guide, is designed to review how corridor studies are completed at
DVRPC, and to explore alternative approaches to corridor planning to inform DVRPC’s and partner
agencies’ (including the state departments of transportation and county planning agencies) work on
corridor studies. It is also meant to develop strategies for building a more inclusive process, one that more
meaningfully integrates transportation and land use planning.

This work supports the many initiatives and policies at the New Jersey Department of Transportation and
the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation on Smart Transportation, Context-Sensitive Solutions,
Community Impact Assessment, Mobility and Community Form, and Fix It First. A companion DVRPC
study, Innovations in Zoning for Smart Growth, can be useful for those preparing corridor studies with
zoning recommendations.

Why Do a Corridor Study? 

Below are examples of typical problems that, when combined, may warrant a corridor study:

• Inappropriate speeds

• Congestion

• Lack of alternative transportation modes

• Unattractive street environment that limits commerce or development along the corridor 

• Uncontrolled access (such as excessive curb cuts) along higher speed roadways

• Lack of sidewalk and bike infrastructure
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• Parking facilities are not coordinated with land uses along corridor

• Crashes and fatalities

• Housing, commercial or industrial disinvestment 

• Need for visioning for future development

What Are the Benefits of a Corridor Study?

• Improved access along a corridor when land use and transportation planning is coordinated

• Connecting infrastructure to development decisions, reducing infrastructure costs

• Coordinated redevelopment and economic development along a corridor

• Resolution of major planning issues prior to the initiation of project development

• Identification and possibly preservation of transportation right-of-way 

• Protection of transportation investments 

• Intergovernmental cooperation, partnerships with diverse public and private agencies and
organizations 

• Asset management

What Is the Role of a Corridor in a Community?

The corridor’s overall role in a community is often overlooked because it tends to be qualitative. It is
critical to understand that the corridor helps to establish the community’s identity, through linking major
sections of the community, serving major economic needs (such as shopping), or accommodating
community needs, such as open space.  Corridors link the various components of a community—
residences, businesses and institutions—and often form the economic spine of a community.

Why Integrate Transportation and Land Use?

Land use patterns shape transportation, and often transportation investments shape land use patterns.
Different land use scenarios can have widely varying effects on transportation options, open space, energy
consumption, and infrastructure costs. Land use patterns can support transit, walking, and bicycling; or
they can preclude these options by only supporting automobile travel, for instance, by not providing
sidewalks, bike lanes, or enough density to make transit feasible. 

Highways and bridges across the United States have shaped growth, just as the railroads did before them.
Building a new highway into rural or undeveloped areas invariably brings development (without
appropriate land use controls). This development adds more users to the highways, causing congestion.
The solution for many years was to keep adding capacity by building more roads or widening roads,
however, research over the last decade has shown that one cannot “build one’s way out of congestion,” at
least not for long. What is needed is a change in transportation and land use planning, with coordinated
policies, project development and decision-making, to better link land use with transportation. 

Communities that integrate transportation and land use planning and policies are better able to manage
growth, improve the efficiency of travel, and contain infrastructure costs. Metropolitan planning
organizations like DVRPC are uniquely suited to address these concerns, as they play a large role in
transportation investments and decision-making, while also creating a long-range land use and
transportation plan for the region. A larger challenge lies in influencing local land use decision-making, as
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most land use policies are local, and coordinating these policies and decisions with regional and county
transportation planning and with the plans of neighboring municipalities.

Achieving a better transportation-land use linkage is the foundation of the smart growth movement. This
linkage can lead to supportive land development patterns that create a variety of transportation options,
including biking, walking, public transit, and better connected road networks. It can also facilitate mixture
of land uses, which might have been otherwise found incompatible, in higher-density, pedestrian-oriented
development patterns.

DVRPC produced Linking Transportation and Land Use Planning in the Delaware Valley (1991) and
Linking Land Use and Transportation Planning: Case Studies of Successful Implementation (1994), both
of which described planning tools to link land use and transportation planning at the local level.
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CHAPTER 1: STATE AND NATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
ON CORRIDOR PLANNING
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NATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON CORRIDOR PLANNING
Recent federal surface transportation law (ISTEA, TEA-21 and SAFETEA-LU), beginning in the early
1990s, requires states to develop long-range, statewide multimodal plans and priority programs. Corridor
planning is a tool used by state DOTs and MPOs to deliver these statewide plans locally and to engage
local stakeholders, producing feedback at the local level for the state. Corridor plans gauge regional
impacts of statewide and regional plans on individual facilities and communities. Corridor planning also
develops partnerships that benefit project development and implementation.

Given the federal support of state and region-wide transportation planning, corridor planning has evolved
over the years to emphasize multimodalism, an interdisciplinary process, and public involvement. 

The Transportation Research Board (TRB) has provided guidelines in developing corridor studies in the
National Cooperative Highway Research Program’s Guidebook for Transportation Corridor Studies: A
Process for Effective Decision-Making (Report 435), published in 1999. The guidebook lays out the steps
of the planning process for corridor studies. It also recommends training to develop staff’s competencies
in the following interdisciplinary areas in order to complete corridor studies in-house: modeling, public
involvement and consensus building, economic analysis, financial analysis and funding. The guidebook
also discusses how corridor planning fits in with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.

TRB is also currently funding the “Development of a Multimodal Statewide Corridor Planning
Guidebook” that would offer guidance on how to develop detailed statewide corridor plans that can
effectively link long-range transportation plans to shorter-term state transportation improvement programs
(STIPs). Such guidance can also assist the states in responding to new planning requirements that can be
expected to emerge from future surface transportation reauthorization. The federally required long-range,
statewide multimodal plans and priority programs vary by state, as some states have met this requirement
by developing statewide policy plans, while other states have developed statewide plans that result in lists
of transportation projects. This project is expected to be complete in February 2008, and Wilbur Smith
Associates is the lead consultant.

Several other national organizations have published reports in recent years on corridor planning. These
include: Transportation Corridor Management: Are We Linking Transportation and Land Use Yet? by the
Institute for Public Policy and Management in 1996; Transportation and Land Development Second
Edition, by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) in 2002; and Transportation Planning
Handbook, in 1999, also by ITE.

ITE and Congress for New Urbanism (CNU) have been working since 2003 on a five-year effort on
Context Sensitive Solutions in Designing Urban Thoroughfares for Walkable Communities. The effort is
funded by EPA and FHWA, and is looking at network design, context-sensitive solutions (CSS), and
revisions to the functional class system. It will provide alternative street standards enabling boulevards and
avenues to be built in place of high-capacity arterials. The draft manual was published for review in the
spring of 2006.



STATE PERSPECTIVES ON CORRIDOR PLANNING: NEW JERSEY

NJFIT

The New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) has recently launched a new initiative, called
New Jersey FIT: Future In Transportation (NJFIT). Through this initiative, NJDOT is charting a new
approach to making transportation investments. NJFIT is a comprehensive and cooperative approach to
integrate and coordinate the development and redevelopment of towns and cities with transportation needs
and investments. NJDOT has partnered with the New Jersey Office of Smart Growth and other state
agencies and is working with counties, municipalities and other stakeholders to implement this program.

Key outcomes of NJFIT include:

• Lively main streets that serve as economic engines in communities

• Redirection of growth toward older communities, which reinvests in existing areas and also
protects environmentally sensitive lands at the urban edge

• Context-sensitive transportation improvements designed with and for each community

• Prioritization and streamlining of projects that contribute to NJFIT

• Safe streets through appropriate and innovative design standards 

• A multimodal transportation network that provides choices for all users

• Emphasis on a healthy environment by encouraging walking and improvements in air quality,
by integrating land use and transportation planning to help reduce reliance on the automobile

NJFIT includes a toolbox that encompasses traditional capacity improvements and innovative practices,
with a focus on education and communication. The toolbox provides an array of techniques that help meet
the desired NJFIT outcomes. An emphasis is placed on context-sensitive design; promoting access and
mobility; making streets safer through traffic calming and road design; and providing additional options
for travelers.

NJDOT has incorporated NJFIT into several recent Integrated Land Use and Transportation Planning
Studies that attempt to balance land use, transportation, environmental and economic growth needs and
investments. Municipalities and other stakeholders are encouraged to partner with NJDOT and other state
agencies in the development of these plans. The Route 1 Regional Smart Growth Strategy, Route 29
Waterfront Boulevard Study, Route 30 Cramer Hill Waterfront Access Management Project, Route 38/I-
295 Interchange Study, Route 130 Three-Part Transportation and Planning Effort, and Route 322
Corridor Study are examples of this new planning approach in the DVRPC region. 

Centers of Place

Additionally, NJ DOT has created a Centers of Place grant program to distribute funds to nontraditional
transportation projects that help redevelop communities. The program is open to municipalities designated
by the State Development and Redevelopment Plan as either urban, regional, town, or village centers. The
grants are awarded to support non-traditional transportation improvements that advance the planning
agenda and vision of the municipality and improve community livability. Eligible, illustrative projects
include: pedestrian and bicycle facilities, strategies which enable mixed use “Main Streets,” traffic
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calming improvements, scenic or historic transportation programs, landscaping and streetscaping
improvements, rehabilitation of transportation structures, and parking and circulation management.

Mobility and Community Form Element

NJDOT is also working on requiring a Mobility and Community Form Element in local municipal master
plans, by amending the New Jersey Municipal Land Use Law to replace the required Land Use Element
and the optional Circulation Element with the new Mobility and Community Form Element. This will
allow land development goals and transportation goals to come together as one set of goal statements that
work together to better manage community development. NJ DOT created an extensive Mobility and
Community Form guide that assists municipalities in this new type of comprehensive thinking. The guide
explains a variety of smart growth strategies, and encourages a fresh and dynamic view of context-
sensitive streets, multimodal transportation, and transit-oriented development. 

State Development and Redevelopment Plan

The New Jersey Office of Smart Growth is responsible for developing the State Development and
Redevelopment Plan (SDRP). The State Plan seeks to coordinate planning activities and establish
statewide planning objectives in the following areas: land use, housing, economic development,
transportation, natural resource conservation, agriculture and farmland retention, recreation, urban and
suburban redevelopment, historic preservation, public facilities and services, and intergovernmental coordination.

The State Plan designates planning areas that share common conditions with regard to environmental and
development features, including designations of Areas for Growth; Areas for Limited Growth; and Areas
for Conservation. These designations are outlined on the State Plan Map, which serves as the land use
planning framework to direct funding, infrastructure improvements and preservation programs. A key
aspect of the State Plan is the process of cross-acceptance, which provides all stakeholders and citizens
with a voice in the development of the plan’s goals, strategies, policies and implementation.

The Office of Smart Growth, with the assistance of an Interagency Smart Growth Team, has developed a
map of Smart Growth Areas (www.nj.gov/dca/osg/docs/smartgrowthareasmap.pdf). 

Smart Growth Areas include areas classified as one of the following: Metropolitan Planning Area or
Suburban Planning Area; a designated center; an area identified for growth as a result of a petition for plan
endorsement; or a Pinelands Regional Growth Area, Pinelands Village or Pinelands Town as designated
by the New Jersey Pinelands Commission.

The New Jersey Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency has developed a free online Smart Growth
Locator Tool (sgl.state.nj.us/) that indicates whether a property is located within an area designated as a
Smart Growth Area. The tool also identifies the State Plan planning area type and programs for which a
project is eligible. 
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STATE PERSPECTIVES ON CORRIDOR PLANNING: PENNSYLVANIA

Sound Land Use Implementation Plan

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) developed the Sound Land Use
Implementation Plan: Building on Smart Transportation Principles in 2001, in response to Land Use
Executive Order 1999-1, to address sound and sustainable land use and development patterns. The plan
guides PennDOT’s land-use-related actions through specific performance measures. The plan has been
updated each year since 2001 to report on the agency’s progress. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
through PennDOT and other agencies, is committed to linking transportation, land use, economic
development, and environmental stewardship.

PennDOT Programs to Link Land Use and Transportation

Since the original plan, PennDOT has instituted a number of programs to link land use and transportation,
including the Home Town Streets Program, Access Management Model Ordinances and Handbook, and a
handbook on highway noise and land use compatibility. They have also modified applications for Highway
Occupancy Permits, Transportation Enhancements and Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank to consider local
land use planning. 

PennDOT’s Design Manual also now includes a Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Checklist, to be used in
the planning and programming phase of the transportation project development process, to highlight the
need to include bicycle and pedestrian facilities in transportation projects. 

PennDOT also completed the PennPlan Corridor Assessment Study in 2004, to identify future trends and
issues that may impact these corridors or the entire state. 

PennDOT Planning Partners Checklist

PennDOT has also been working to strengthen the link between their planning efforts and the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). NEPA requires all federally funded projects (such as transportation
improvements) to use a systematic interdisciplinary approach to decision-making on the environmental
impacts of proposed actions. It requires agencies to consider qualitative and unquantifiable environmental
amenities and values as well as technical and economic factors in their projects. To this end, in 2006
PennDOT developed a Pennsylvania Planning Partners Checklist, also known as the Planning and
Programming Checklist, for MPOs, regional planning organizations (RPOs), and county governments to
use on specific transportation projects to better integrate NEPA concerns. The checklist is intended to
improve the MPO process and reduce duplication of work by allowing MPOs to identify potential
environmental, cultural, and socioeconomic factors that might impact the schedule, budget, or level of
documentation required for a specific transportation project. It is intended to precede the standard scoping
process, and MPOs should share the completed checklist with PennDOT officials early in the process of
transportation project development. For more on the checklist, please see the Appendix.

CSS and CIA

PennDOT has also adopted FHWA’s Context-Sensitive Design (CSD) approach, also known as Context-
Sensitive Solutions (CSS), to change the way highway projects are developed, constructed, and
maintained. PennDOT developed a Context-Sensitive Solutions website and electronic library in 2006.
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As part of CSS/CSD, PennDOT has embraced Community Impact Assessment (CIA), a tool used
throughout the project development process (in planning, prioritization and programming, preliminary
design, final design, and construction) to assist PennDOT in evaluating the impacts of proposed
transportation action on a community and its quality of life. Elements examined included land use,
community cohesion, natural environment, and the cultural environment. The Community Context Audit
is a tool used in the planning process of CIA to identify various community characteristics that make each
transportation project location unique to its residents, its businesses and the public in general. The audit
helps to define the purpose and need of the proposed transportation improvements, based upon community
goals and local plans for future development. 

Highway Transfer Program

PennDOT has also begun a Highway Transfer Program to identify the most appropriate ownership of the
close to 40,000 miles of state-owned roads. The program seeks to transfer ownership of locally functional
state highways from the state to their respective municipalities. Adding these roads to their local road
systems allows local governments to incorporate them into streetscape and other improvement programs,
and enables municipalities to have more control over their state highways, particularly if they run through
downtown or Main Street-type settings. PennDOT still provides annual maintenance support.

Right-Sizing

PennDOT issued a policy statement in July 2005 encouraging “right-sizing” on individual transportation
projects and the statewide program. Right-sizing refers to the best fit for a project that meets transportation
needs while also considering community goals, economic development, fiscal constraint and social and
environmental issues. Such an approach should happen as early in the project development process as
possible, and be carried through subsequent stages. PennDOT has recently conducted four “right-sizing”
pilot studies across the state, including the US Route 202 Section 700 study in Bucks and Montgomery
counties, and PA 41 in Chester County. 

Keystone Principles

The Commonwealth adopted 10 Keystone Principles for Growth, Investment and Resource Conservation
in May 2005, to guide investment and support local growth and economic development in the state.
PennDOT plans to apply these principles to all relevant programs. They are:

• Redevelop First

• Provide Efficient Infrastructure

• Concentrate Development

• Increase Job Opportunities

• Foster Sustainable Businesses

• Restore and Enhance the Environment

• Enhance Recreational and Heritage Resources

• Expand Housing Opportunities

• Plan Regionally; Implement Locally

• Be Fair
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PennDOT Smart Transportation Themes

In order to guide Pennsylvania in achieving smarter transportation, PennDOT has developed 10 themes to
guide their work. These include:

• Money counts. PennDOT plans to focus financial resources on maintaining existing
infrastructure and targeting new investments to statewide and regional transportation priorities.
PennDOT has recognized that the state does not have enough money to keep adding capacity to
highways to keep up with congestion.

• Choose projects with high value-to-price ratio. PennDOT wants to maximize its investment
through developing projects that return this investment and are priced realistically.

• Enhance the local road network. PennDOT is interested in combating congestion through
better use of the local road network, and enhancing its connectivity and overall design. 

• Look beyond level of service (LOS). Level of service is the traditionally used measure to
evaluate the performance of a roadway through grading its level of congestion. Grades range
from LOS A, indicating a free flow of traffic, to LOS F, indicating gridlock. PennDOT is
moving towards a more holistic evaluation of a roadway’s performance beyond just mobility, or
how fast a car can move through a corridor, to include quality-of-life issues and community
context (whether the corridor is urban, suburban, or rural). Some state highways, for instance,
become Main Streets upon entering small towns, where vehicle throughput may not be as
important as the overall downtown character of the street, and how the street serves local
businesses and pedestrians. Upon leaving town, this same state highway might then focus more
on moving vehicles as efficiently as possible, again contingent on local character. Being able to
adapt the same roadway to different community contexts is important, and solely relying on
LOS does not accomplish these goals.

• Safety first, and maybe safety only. PennDOT is targeting techniques such as landscaped
medians, street trees, on-street parking, dedicated turning lanes, and various traffic calming
measures, to address safety more effectively.

• Accommodate all modes. PennDOT is working with other agencies to plan more compact,
dense land use patterns to increase transit usage; offer accommodations for all modes, including
bikes and pedestrians (“complete streets”); and decrease automobile trips.

• Leverage and preserve existing investments. PennDOT has adopted a “maintenance first” or
“fix it first” policy, giving higher priority to financing improvements to existing facilities and
infrastructure before building anew. The intent is to impede sprawl and channel growth into
areas with existing infrastructure.

• Build towns, not sprawl. By targeting infrastructure investments into existing towns and
developed areas, PennDOT is trying to create a level playing field for future economic
development of developed areas, and discouraging such development in greenfield areas.

• Understand the context; plan and design within the context. PennDOT is committed to
understanding the community context of projects as early in the project planning and
development process as possible, realizing that “one size does not fit all.”

• Develop local governments as strong land use partners. PennDOT is working to create new
partnerships with local governments, including counties and municipalities, to better coordinate
local land use controls with transportation investments. Local governments have the authority
for land use decisions, but often have a narrower context for decision making without the benefit
of county, regional and statewide issues or policies.
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BI-STATE INITIATIVE
NJDOT and PennDOT, in conjunction with DVRPC, are currently drafting a joint publication, Smart
Transportation Solutions for Communities in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The manual is expected to be
released in the fall of 2007. It will identify roadway and roadside design values appropriate for different
types of roadways in a variety of land use contexts, recommend a collaborative process for implementing
context-sensitive design projects, and provide guidelines for improving the transportation system in
accordance with context-sensitive smart growth principles. Corridor studies will need to incorporate these
new roadway standards that better reflect the surrounding land uses into their analyses.

The new standards will better integrate land use planning with transportation infrastructure, and build off
of similar work being done on a national scale by the Institute of Transportation Engineers and the
Congress for New Urbanism. New roadway standards that consider context-sensitive solutions and
planning for all modes will influence the design of new roadways as well as future roadway improvements.
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CHAPTER 2: CORRIDOR PLANNING PROCESS
AT DVRPC

SELECTING CORRIDORS FOR STUDY
Corridor studies present an opportunity to broaden the scope of land use and transportation studies beyond
individual facilities. In many cases, a solution may not be evident on a specific facility but improvements
to a parallel facility or even a different mode, such as transit or bicycling, may improve conditions in the
study area.

DVRPC conducts several corridor studies each year. Corridor studies can be funded as part of DVRPC’s
annual work program or separately by PennDOT, NJDOT or other agencies. DVRPC chooses the corridor
studies funded through the work program in consultation with our member governments and each state
DOT, while also reflecting the priorities for the region’s corridors, as identified in the Congestion
Management Process and the Long Range Plan. 

Congestion Management Process (CMP)

The Congestion Management Process (CMP), as required by federal transportation legislation, is a
systematic process for managing congestion that provides information on transportation system
performance. It recommends a range of strategies to minimize congestion and enhance the mobility of
people and goods. These multimodal strategies include, but are not limited to, operational improvements,
travel demand management, policy approaches, and additions to capacity. The CMP advances the goals of
the DVRPC long range plan and strengthens the connection between the plan and the Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP). The CMP is a process, not a one-time project, therefore it continually refines
the data on congested corridors and the strategies to combat congestion. It completes its cycle by
evaluating the effectiveness of transportation improvements, coordinating with other planning processes,
and providing updated analysis of the performance of the transportation system as it recycles. 

A summary map of “congested and emerging corridors” (See Figure 1) is located on the DVRPC website
at www.dvrpc.org/transportation/longrange/cmp/map.htm.

Ten common types of sub-corridors were defined for the Delaware Valley region with descriptions,
examples, and sets of Very Appropriate and Secondary Appropriate strategies to address congestion. The
CMP uses eight analysis points to determine congested corridors: current daily congestion, current peak-
hour congestion, heavily used roads and intermodal facilities, future daily congestion, future peak-hour
congestion, frequent crash-related congestion, intermodal importance, and land use (See Figure 2 for an
example).

The corridor plan should include the strategies to address congestion as part of the plan’s
recommendations, as appropriate. These strategies are based on corridor type, however, the following area-
wide strategies are included in DVRPC CMP as appropriate for all sub-corridor types:

• Safety Improvements and Programs

• Pedestrian and Bicyclist Improvements

• Signage

• Basic Upgrades of Signals 
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• Intersection Improvements of a limited scale

• Bottleneck Improvements (vehicle or rail)

• Access Management, both engineering and policy strategies

• Marketing (including outreach, education, and planning) of Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) and transit options, including carpool, vanpool, and ridesharing programs,
alternate work hours, guaranteed ride home, and TransitCheck where applicable

• Review of Existing Land Use/Transportation Regulations

• Growth Management and Smart Growth

Destination 2030 Long Range Plan 

The Destination 2030 Long Range Plan for the Delaware Valley (Destination 2030) is the region’s
blueprint for future growth and development and identifies strategies and investments to attain future
goals. The plan is predicated on redeveloping our existing communities and channeling future growth into
appropriate areas. It contains a list of transportation investments, some of which are placed in the region’s
shorter term funding mechanism, the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Destination 2030 also
lists those corridors identified in the CMP for further study. The Long Range Plan is updated every five
years, as is the CMP (whose update is prior to the Long Range Plan, in order to incorporate any changes
in designated corridors).

Corridor Prioritization

Each year DVRPC chooses corridors for study, with the highest priority going to those corridors
designated in the CMP as Priority Sub-corridors, in both New Jersey and Pennsylvania. New Jersey also
considers Bridge Management System, Pavement Management System, and Crash Record Database data.
Both Pennsylvania and New Jersey subcommittees of DVRPC’s Regional Transportation Committee then
select a corridor from a pool of high-ranked candidate corridors. In New Jersey all 12 Priority Sub-
corridors, as ranked by the CMP, have been or are in the process of being studied.

TYPICAL CORRIDOR METHODOLOGY
It is clear that no “one size fits all” approach can be applied to corridor planning, given their different
scales, levels of complexity, and goals. There are, however, some key elements that should be included in
every corridor study and in every corridor process, as well as some key questions that should be addressed
before, during and after the study. Every corridor study must consider multiple modes of transportation,
land use/form, the environment, economic development, and community compatibility. Perhaps most
importantly is consideration and analysis of how each affects, and in turn is affected by, the other. This
integration is critical to improving the region’s transportation network, guiding land use development and
community design, protecting the environment, and promoting economic development in the right places
in the region.

The following checklists should be used as a guide when completing a corridor study (or in some area
studies), to ensure that the key questions, key study processes, and key elements are included.
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KEY QUESTIONS
What problems is the study trying to address along the corridor? This can be open-ended, but it is
designed to assist with goal-setting. It can be a useful exercise in choosing what corridor to study, and at
the beginning, middle and end of a corridor study. Further analysis and field work may reveal more issues
along the way, and the problem statement should evolve as the study progresses, as the study team learns
more.

What are the goals of this corridor study? Possible goals could be (some may overlap):

Improved access for automobiles

Improved access for pedestrians

Improved access for transit

Improved access for bicyclists

Improved access for freight

Improved safety, fewer accidents

Improved access for airplanes/local airport

Improved local zoning and other regulations that better support a different land use mix,
density, form/design, lot layouts, street standards, placement of public utilities

Calm traffic

Improved street network, street connectivity

Connect transportation infrastructure to economic development decisions

Coordinate investments along a corridor (could be transportation or land use)

Preservation of right-of-way for future usage

Cooperation among municipalities, state agencies, and others

More attractive streetscape/better-looking corridor

Improved understanding of future land use and transportation scenarios and their impacts on
the municipalities 

Better parking situation

Greater understanding of the effects of Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) projects
or other investments along corridor

Application of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) along a corridor

Preservation of natural features

Preservation of cultural and historic resources
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KEY STUDY PROCESS
Every corridor study should minimally include in its process the following:

Create Study Advisory Committee (SAC). A Study Advisory Committee should consist of
municipal officials and/or municipal planners, the county planning commission (or
commissions if the study spans two or more counties), the state department of transportation,
transit agency or agencies, transportation management association (TMA), other municipal
agencies or authorities as needed (such as public utilities, streets department, historic
preservation, parking authority, business improvement district), at the least. Possible other
committee members could include advocacy groups as interested (environmental,
bicycle/pedestrian, neighborhood associations), builders association or local developers, major
institutions, major employers, or any major landowner along a corridor. In most cases the SAC
will be formed anew for each study, unless the local community already has some working
group in place that could serve as the committee. Depending on the length and budget of the
study, the SAC usually meets quarterly to offer feedback.

Conduct Field Work and Collect Data. Field views are performed to learn more about the
corridor and observe its strengths, weaknesses, deficiencies and opportunities. Sometimes
the entire SAC or study team will go on an organized “study tour” of the corridor at the
beginning of the study. Data collection should follow with detailed information on the key
elements needed for a corridor study, as well as optional tools and techniques. Much of the
data can be mapped to better illustrate the findings. The level of detail gathered can vary
based on the purpose of the corridor study, whether it is developing an overall framework
for the corridor or a more specific project-oriented approach. An overall corridor framework
plan may not be concerned with individual building conditions or ownership of individual
parcels of land along the corridor, while a project-specific redevelopment corridor study
might have to take these variables into account, along with specific access issues such as
curb cuts and the location of utilities. Thus, a “one size fits all” approach does not make
sense for corridor studies. As the planning process evolves, corridor studies need to
incorporate available new tools, some of which are detailed in this study. Local plans and
zoning, along with regional or state plans, should be reviewed.

Analyze Data. Using available tools and techniques, including GIS mapping, analyze the
collected data and produce initial findings on corridor conditions.

Review Initial Findings. Once staff has gathered and analyzed a considerable amount of data,
the SAC will review and offer feedback on the findings and future direction of the study.

Finalize Findings and Develop Initial Recommendations. Based on feedback from the
SAC, staff would complete the findings phase and develop initial recommendations and/or
gather additional data and research. Recommendations can range from a concept for further
study to a detailed project.

Review Initial Recommendations. Complete findings and initial recommendations would be
presented to the SAC, possibly including several different alternatives or scenarios, for
feedback.

Develop Final Recommendations. Final recommendations are developed based on feedback
from the SAC and professional judgment.

Review Final Recommendations. Once again, the SAC would convene to review the final
recommendations.
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Prepare Report/Final Product. Some written product should be produced, usually an in-
depth report detailing the study process, findings, key elements and analysis, alternatives
considered, recommendations, and SAC. A corridor plan should include: multiple maps
illustrating the data and analysis and possibly recommendations; aerial photographs and other
photos of the corridor; and possibly photo simulations of improvements to the corridor. It may
also include sample zoning ordinances, for instance, or other supporting material in an
appendix. Some corridor studies produce interim memoranda along the way, that later
becomes the main text of the final report. Producing a smaller companion brochure, study
website, or corridor study poster are innovative ways to disseminate the study findings,
promote the effort, and gain feedback from the larger community. 

Conduct Public Involvement/Outreach. Public involvement and outreach varies with each
corridor study, but some outreach to the public, either through a large open meeting with the
general public, or through focus groups, website feedback, surveys, or municipal planning
board meetings (open to the public) is critical to the success of the study. Ideally this outreach
should happen at the beginning (such as at initial findings), middle and end of each study. If
there are specific environmental justice groups within the study area, there should be targeted
outreach to involve these constituencies. In general, the county planning commission or
municipal office should host these meetings, with presentations by the study team.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
DVRPC’s public involvement strategy is to engage and satisfy as many populations as possible, and to do
so in an equitable and timely manner. Public participation is an effective and necessary way to determine
the needs of a wide variety of citizens, including people with disabilities, economically disadvantaged
individuals, the private sector, public officials, special interest groups, and countless others.

DVRPC’s Office of Communications and Public Affairs has developed a list of instructions to help staff
incorporate public participation into their planning activities. This guidance comprises a four-step process
that is summarized below:

• Identify and assess stakeholders and their issues,

• Define the objectives of the public involvement effort,

• Identify relevant public participation activities, and 

• Assess efforts on an ongoing basis by creating evaluation benchmarks and progress indicators.

The goal is to ensure that DVRPC has a proactive and meaningful public involvement process that
incorporates complete information, timely public notice, and citizen input into decision-making. The
DVRPC Office of Communications and Public Affairs maintains a public involvement contact list of key
citizens groups and other stakeholders in individual communities.

DVRPC’s Regional Citizens Committee and Regional Transportation Committee are two public forums
that staff can utilize to discuss their recommendations for specific projects. However, because the study
areas for corridor planning efforts often extend through multiple municipalities and include large amounts
of private property, it may sometimes be necessary to introduce these projects to more localized groups.
Public meetings, charrettes, and information sessions are just a few of the ways in which DVRPC staff can
convene and interact with individuals who will be directly affected by their work.
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Published in 2004, Public Participation: A Strategy for Citizen Involvement provides a solid overview of
DVRPC’s current public outreach strategy. This guide will be updated in 2007. For an example of how
DVRPC has effectively engaged the public in corridor planning activities, see NJ Route 70 Corridor
Study: Airport Circle to Marlton Circle.

KEY ELEMENTS
Every corridor study should at a minimum include the following elements, as described in this report.
These elements represent the baseline conditions that should be included, with the hope that some of the
more sophisticated tools and techniques will also be used, depending on the goals of each study.

Transportation

Roadways

Transit Facilities

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities

Transportation Capital Projects

Land Use

Existing Land Use

Future Land Use

Cultural and Historic Resources

Natural Features (at a minimum, wetlands, steep slopes, and floodplains should be mapped)

Density/Form/Community Types

Regulations and Studies

Comprehensive or Master Plan and Other Studies

Long-Range Plan Characterization of Community Types

Zoning and Subdivision and Land Development Ordinances

Zoning for Smart Growth

Demographics

Existing and Forecasted Population and Employment

Major Employers 

Title VI and Environmental Justice

Economic Development (if applicable)

Review of Local Economic Development Incentives
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CHAPTER 3: CORRIDOR PLANNING TOOLBOX

This chapter describes the common transportation and land use information and analysis included in a
corridor study, as well as other tools and techniques that may enhance the land use-transportation linkage.
Whenever possible, the description includes why one would use the information or tool (bold in italics),
and a resource where more information can be obtained. In some cases, a map (most drawn from previous
DVRPC corridor studies) illustrating the specific information or technique is also included. 

TRANSPORTATION – ROADWAYS 
Congestion and mobility within a corridor are analyzed by using a combination of several measures of area
roadways. Almost all corridor studies include functional classification, traffic volumes, and level-of-
service data, while some may also include a travel time study, journey-to-work analysis, signal warrant
analysis, or crash analysis. Recommendations may include access management, road diet, complete
streets, traffic calming, new roadway standards, or a road safety audit.

Functional Classification

The Federal Functional Classification system is the process by which streets and highways are grouped
into classes, or systems, according to the character of traffic service that they are intended to provide. All
streets and highways are classified as interstate, freeway, arterial, collector, or local, depending on their
function and access. However, it is worth noting that not all roads actually operate according to their
functional class. A roadway that is classified as an urban arterial may, because of configuration and speeds,
actually operate as an expressway. Different design standards are applied to different roadways based on
their functional class. This data is periodically updated by state Departments of Transportation on a
frequent and regular basis to ensure that the functional classification of any particular route accurately
reflects the traffic function of the route. (See Figure 3).

Traffic Volumes 

Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) is usually tabulated over a 48-hour period on segments of the
roadway being analyzed as well as adjacent parallel and intersecting streets. These counts document the
total volume on different roadway segments. Turning movement counts are taken during peak periods,
usually during weekdays in the AM and PM peaks. AADT is included in corridor plans to calculate the
Level of Service for specific intersections, and to analyze usage patterns for different segments of the
roadway (See Figure 3).

Level of Service (LOS)

Level of Service is a measure describing operational conditions within a traffic stream, generally by speed
and travel time, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, and comfort and convenience. A letter grade
is given ranging from A to F to give a qualitative representation of the operational level of the
intersection or the arterial segment. The letter grade is used to illustrate the delay and conditions
experienced by motorists within a traffic stream. The grade of A represents the best operational conditions
while the grade of F represents the poorest operational conditions. 
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As defined, LOS A is free flow, LOS B is reasonably free flow, LOS C is stable flow, LOS D is approaching
unstable flow, LOS E is unstable flow, and LOS F is forced or breakdown flow. LOS A allows motorists to
drive at or above the speed limit and have complete mobility between lanes. LOS B is more congested, though
with no impingement on speed. LOS C is more congested than B, but the road is close to capacity, though
speed and efficiency are maintained. LOS D is more congested than C, with speeds often reduced because of
traffic volumes. LOS E is even more congested, where speed limits are rarely reached and flow is impeded.
LOS F is the lowest measure of efficiency, and represents a road with frequent traffic jams and bumper-to-
bumper traffic. In urban areas, a LOS D in peak periods is considered favorable, as increasing capacity on such
roadways to attain a higher LOS would require costly widenings or bypasses. Thus, achieving the highest LOS
is not always the best solution. LOS should be considered in context with surrounding land uses and the overall
goals of the community. Mobility is only one aspect of a roadway’s performance. 

Travel Time Study

Travel time studies are used to calculate the seconds of delay experienced by traffic traveling along
different highway segments corresponding to the actual travel speeds. Travel times in the peak travel
period are compared with travel times in the off-peak (free flow speed) to determine the length of the delay.
This method is used to identify and rank congested highway segments into data to measure Level of
Service. This data is then used to evaluate problem locations on arterials based on congestion by virtue
of their high travel times and delays during selected times.

Journey-to-Work Analysis 

Journey-to-work analysis is conducted using travel data that is derived from the DVRPC Regional Traffic
Simulation Model, which is a forecasting system for travel demand. These results are then analyzed to
determine travel patterns between different Travel Analysis Zones (TAZs), in this case work and home, by
travel mode. This data is compiled through detailed measurement of the overall travel to and from these
outlined zones. This analysis is primarily used when zone-to-zone travel time and volumes are of
particular interest (See Figure 4).

Signal Warrant Analysis

This analysis is done to determine the need for a traffic signal at a particular intersection. It is based on
MUTCD (Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices) guidelines in which any of eight different warrants
can be used to determine the need for a traffic signal. These are:

• Warrant 1: Eight-Hour Vehicular Volume

• Warrant 2: Four-Hour Vehicular Volume 

• Warrant 3: Peak Hour

• Warrant 4: Pedestrian Volume

• Warrant 5: School Crossing

• Warrant 6: Coordinated Signal System

• Warrant 7: Crash Experience

• Warrant 8: Roadway Network

The needs analysis for a traffic signal includes an analysis of the applicable factors contained in the
warrants as well as other factors related to existing operation and safety at the study location.
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FIGURE 4: Selected Major Journey-To-Work Travel Patterns Map. From Phoenixville Area Intermodal
Transportation Study.
Source: DVRPC, 2003
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Crash Analysis

Crash analysis is conducted along a corridor to identify crash clusters and determine safety issues. The
numbers and types of crashes within a cluster over a three-to-five year period are analyzed and trends
identified. Crash types include: same direction rear end, same direction sideswipe, angle, left turn head on,
overturned, pedestrian, and hit fixed object. Crash analysis influences the type of mitigation measures
that are proposed for that location. Locations with a high occurrence of fatalities or injuries are examined
in detail to determine appropriate improvement measures. Locations with crashes that exceed the state
average for that type of roadway are also analyzed in detail (See Figure 5).

Access Management

Access Management limits and consolidates the number of access points along major roadways, for better
functioning of that roadway, to reduce congestion and increase safety. Access management is often
recommended along suburban arterials when there are numerous curb cuts serving businesses along
the roadway, causing delays when cars are turning into or out of businesses. It involves careful design
of the location and operation of driveways, median openings, interchanges and street connections, to
provide access to destinations in a manner that increases the safety and optimizes the efficiency of the
transportation system. Successful access control limits the number of driveways and intersections, referred
to as conflict points, reducing accidents as a result. 

Access management can be used to control design for all roadway types and modes of transportation,
although the emphasis is usually on vehicular movement. It is a relatively low-cost technique that
promotes orderly development, extends the life of major roadways, reduces congestion, prepares for future
growth and supports alternative transportation modes. Driver benefits include increased average travel
speed and fuel efficiency, while total travel time and delays are decreased. 

Access management policies are best implemented through planning, regulatory, and design strategies.
Programs are set up to share access, provide cross-access, regulate driveways, or other regulatory
authority, through the passage of an access management code, or as part of other regulations. Access
management codes may cover corner lot requirements, continuity of sidewalk/bike networks and
pedestrian/transit rider access, and land use intensity controls (to limit trip making) in specific areas. There
is no uniform approach, however, to access management, as the appropriate degree of access control, as
well as access management technique, varies according to the function and traffic characteristics of a
roadway, the abutting land use, and long-term planning objectives. 

For more information see:

Managing Change along the US 322 Corridor: Land Use and Transportation Issues, Policies and
Recommendations - Volume I. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2006. 

Access Management along Pennsylvania Highways in the Delaware Valley - County Line Road / PA
309 Case Study Corridor. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2005.

Access Management Model Ordinances for Pennsylvania Municipalities Handbook.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation. 2006.

PA 724 Corridor Study. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2004. 
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FIGURE 5: From Intercounty Relief Route – Schuylkill, East Pikeland, Phoenixville, Upper Providence.
Source: DVRPC, 2006
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Road Diets

Road diets involve a reduction in the number of through lanes on a road or highway, typically reducing
a four-lane undivided road into three lanes, to encourage alternate modes of transportation, calm
traffic, reduce accidents for all road users, produce greater efficiency in the roadway’s operation, and
create a more livable environment. Usually, four lanes are converted to one lane in each direction with a
dual center left-turn lane. The excess roadway width can be converted to bicycle lanes, on-street parking
or a sidewalk. The road itself is simply rearranged without any widening, narrowing or any major
construction. The conversion can be done easily with as little as a modest expense in painting the
converted lane striping. More elaborate road diets can include a new center median and landscaping. Other
roads may be reduced in a similar fashion and have a positive impact on the overall balance of road use. 

Studies have shown that under most average daily traffic (ADT) conditions, road diets have minimal
effects on vehicle capacity, because left-turning vehicles are moved into the common dual left-turn lane.
However, for road diets with ADTs above 20,000 vehicles, there is a possibility that traffic congestion will
increase and traffic will be diverted to alternate routes. 

On a four-lane street, drivers change lanes to pass slower vehicles (such as vehicles stopped in the left lane
waiting to make a left turn). In contrast, drivers’ speeds on two-lane streets are limited by the speed of the
lead vehicle. Therefore, road diets can potentially reduce vehicle speeds and vehicle interactions during
lane changes, which could reduce the number and severity of vehicle-to-vehicle crashes. Pedestrians may
benefit because they have fewer lanes of traffic to cross, and because motor vehicles are likely to be
moving more slowly. Pedestrian crash risk is reduced when they traverse roads with a smaller number of
lanes.

The Federal Highway Administration compared crash data for roads before and after undergoing a road
diet, and with nearby roads that had not undergone the diet. In this comparison, the FHWA found that there
was a 6 percent reduction in crashes on roads that had undergone a road diet, but no change in the crash
rates or severity compared on nearby roads during the same period.

Another similar practice is a “lane diet,” in which lane widths are reduced, with the leftover space used for
new bicycle lanes or widened shoulders. This is also a form of traffic calming, as narrower lanes encourage
drivers to slow down.

For more information see:

Evaluation of Lane Reduction “Road Diet” Measures and Their Effects on Crashes and Injuries.
U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration, McLean, VA. 2004.

Road Diets: Fixing the Big Roads. Walkable Communities, Inc., Orlando, FL. 1999.

Complete Streets

“Complete streets” is a policy that requires design standards for roadways to include infrastructure for
bicyclists, pedestrians, the disabled and transit. These design standards should apply to new roads and
roads under rehabilitation. The entire right-of-way must be designed to accommodate safe access for all
users, by including wide sidewalks, bike lanes, raised crosswalks and medians, audible traffic signals, bus
pullouts, or any other design element that supports safe, alternative transportation. Corridor studies should
consider how roadways within the study area can be made more “complete” for all users, and may
recommend changes to the design standards for roadways within the study area.
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The National Complete Streets Coalition is a diverse coalition of groups working together to create a
continuous road network that serves the needs of all users, by encouraging transportation agencies to adopt
such a policy. They also advocate for training for planners and engineers in balancing the needs of all
roadway users, and creating new data collection procedures to track how well streets are serving all users. 

For more information see: 

Design Guidance Accommodating Bicycle and Pedestrian Travel: A Recommended Approach.
United States Department of Transportation, Washington, DC. 2003. 

FHWA Website: www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/design.htm#d4

Complete Streets Website: www.completestreets.org

Traffic Calming/Context-Sensitive Design (CSD)/
Context-Sensitive Solutions (CSS)

Traffic calming is a tool to manage traffic and its impacts on communities. Traffic calming is part of the
larger context-sensitive design (CSD) and context-sensitive solutions (CSS) approaches that develop
transportation facilities that fit their physical setting and preserve scenic, aesthetic, historic and
environmental resources, while maintaining safety and mobility. 

Traffic calming techniques target either vehicular speed or vehicular volume, generally decreasing these
to better fit their corresponding land uses. Techniques include raised intersections, speed bumps, medians,
roundabouts, sidewalk curb extensions, and various degrees of road closures. Benefits can include: a better
quality of life for residents living along the roadway, increased safety with fewer and less severe accidents,
promotion of pedestrian and cycling uses, a reduced need for police enforcement, environmental
improvements due to decreased automobile use, and a more active and attractive streetscape.

Traffic calming and context-sensitive design methods can be implemented by policies that maintain mobility,
create connectivity, and ensure safety for pedestrians, bicyclists and drivers. This can be achieved through a
set of standards, as part of a master or comprehensive plan, delineating road rights-of-way, bicycle and
pedestrian routes and multipurpose shared facilities, or through engineering specifications requiring that new
or rehabilitated roads be designed to meet lower speed limits and incorporate pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
The most successful approach to traffic calming and context-sensitive design is to mandate it throughout a
local jurisdiction, creating a network of roads that support a full range of transportation options. 

Traffic calming techniques can be recommended in corridor studies to reduce overall speeds or
volumes. DVRPC, for the past three years, has developed separate traffic calming plans for the following
municipalities: Parkside neighborhood, Camden; Parkside neighborhood, Philadelphia; Newtown
Borough and Township, Bucks County; Eastampton Township, Burlington County; Sharon Hill Borough,
Delaware County; and West Windsor Township, Mercer County (See Figure 6).

For more information see: 

Taming Traffic: Context-Sensitive Solutions in the DVRPC Region. Delaware Valley Regional
Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2007, 2006, 2005.

Sunset Road and Salem Road Intersection Analysis. Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 1999.

Traffic Calming: State of the Practice. Institute for Transportation Engineers and Federal
Highway Administration, Washington, D.C. 1999.
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FIGURE 6: Subsection of Conceptual Improvements Plan. From Taming Traffic – Context-Sensitive
Solutions in the DVRPC Region.
Source: DVRPC, 2006
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New Roadway Standards 

NJDOT and PennDOT, in conjunction with DVRPC, are currently drafting a joint publication, Smart
Transportation Solutions for Communities in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The manual is expected to be
released in the fall of 2007. It will identify roadway and roadside design values appropriate for different
types of roadways in a variety of land use contexts, recommend a collaborative process for implementing
context-sensitive design projects, and provide guidelines for improving the transportation system in
accordance with context-sensitive smart growth principles. Corridor studies will need to incorporate
these new roadway standards that better reflect the surrounding land uses into their analyses.

The new standards will better integrate land use planning with transportation infrastructure, and build off
of similar work being done on a national scale by the Institute of Transportation Engineers and the
Congress for New Urbanism. New roadway standards that consider context-sensitive solutions and
planning for all modes will influence the design of new roadways as well as future roadway improvements.

Roadway types have been expanded to include regional arterials, community arterials, Main Streets,
community collectors, neighborhood collectors, and local roads. Dimensions and speeds for each type of
roadway differ based on the context of the roadway. Seven “context areas” (adapted from the New
Urbanist “Transect” theory) include rural/preserved, suburban neighborhood, suburban corridor, suburban
center, town/village/urban neighborhood, town center, and urban core. Thus, a regional arterial traveling
through a rural area would have one set of design standards, which would change as that regional arterial
moves through different contexts, such as into a suburban corridor and then into the urban core. For
example, a regional arterial in a rural context would not have on-street parking, a bike lane, or sidewalks,
but would have all three when it enters the urban core. The desired operating speed of a regional arterial
in a rural setting would be 45-60 MPH, while this same regional arterial in a suburban corridor would have
a desired operating speed of 35-45 MPH, and decrease to 30-35 MPH as it heads into the urban core.

The guidebook is designed for public officials, policy makers, engineers, planners, developers and
individuals to use for the planning, designing and building of a multimodal transportation system. It has
been formulated specifically for the Pennsylvania and New Jersey regions to serve as a resource for the
departments of transportation to apply design in a context-sensitive manner; for DVRPC to integrate land-
use and transportation studies; for municipalities and counties to guide land development and roadway
projects; and for developers to integrate smart growth into their projects.

For more information see:

Smart Transportation Solutions for Communities in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Delaware
Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. Fall 2007 (publication pending).

Road Safety Audit (RSA)

A Road Safety Audit (RSA) is a formal safety performance examination of an existing or future road or
intersection by an independent, qualified audit team. It qualitatively estimates and reports on existing and
potential road safety issues and identifies opportunities for safety improvements as well as determines if the
needs of all road users are adequately and safely met. The approach is essentially proactive, therefore it is not
dependent solely on crash statistics to identify opportunities to eliminate or mitigate identified safety concerns. 

An RSA can be performed during any or all stages of a project as a separate study, or can be
incorporated into corridor studies as a planning tool to identify safety issues to be considered in
improvement projects, and recommend improvements. The RSA recommendations can be implemented
in small stages as time and resources permit.
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The Road Safety Audit, while representing a separate
study, can be used as a tool in the corridor planning effort
to identify elements of the road that may present safety
concerns-to what extent, to which road users, and under
what circumstances-and develop improvement strategies.

An RSA is conducted by a team with varying backgrounds
and expertise and is an eight-stage process. The stages are
as follows:

• Identify project to be audited

• Select interdisciplinary audit team

• Conduct pre-audit meeting to review project information and drawings

• Perform field reviews under various conditions

• Conduct audit analysis and prepare report on findings

• Present audit findings to project owner/design team

• Prepare formal response

• Incorporate findings in the project as appropriate

Currently, DVRPC’s RSA Program represents the coordination of the DVRPC Planning Work Program
with the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) District 6 Safety Plan by addressing
corridors identified under Section 148 Planned Safety Projects eligible for Highway Safety Improvement
Program funding. The program is conducted to generate improvement recommendations and
countermeasures for roadway segments demonstrating a history of, or potential for, a high incidence of
motor vehicle crashes. The emphasis is placed on identifying low cost, quick turnaround safety projects to
address the issues where possible, but does not exclude the more complex projects. It is particularly useful
given SAFETEA-LU’s emphasis on safety and the FHWA’s call for metropolitan planning organizations
to take the lead on safety project implementation. 

For more information see:

FHWA Website: safety.fhwa.dot.gov/rsa/

Allegheny Avenue Road Safety Audit. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
Philadelphia, PA. 2007.

Conestoga Road - Road Safety Audit. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
Philadelphia, PA. 2007.

PA 896 Road Safety Audit. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA.
2007.

PA 896 Road Safety Audit Team
Source: DVRPC
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TRANSPORTATION – TRANSIT

Passenger Rail Service

Where a corridor is served by rail transit, an analysis of the overall functionality is performed for the
frequency of service, number of boardings, and connections with other modes. This evaluation is done to
identify ways to improve overall passenger usage and satisfaction. By identifying ways to improve
intermodal connections, transit can further contribute towards alleviating congestion on many roadways. 

Bus Service

Bus transit service is analyzed by route network, hours of service and headways. Major trip generators, such
as employment centers, are also identified and documented. The analysis of bus transit service identifies
ways to improve its convenience and reliability for riders. By improving transit, a viable alternative to
driving will be available, which in turn can alleviate congestion on corridor roadways (See Figure 7).

Transit Score

The Transit Score system was originally developed by New Jersey Transit in 2000 to identify areas in the
state where expansion of the transit network can have the greatest impact over a 20-year time frame. Four
factors were used to develop the Transit Score for each area of the state. They are Household Density,
Population Density, Employment Density, and Zero- and One-car Household Density. This data was
collected and analyzed to identify specific geographic areas as desirable for expanded transit service. A
second step reviewed existing land use and transit availability to identify the appropriate type of new
service. This could include new commuter or light rail, extension of existing rail lines, new or expanded
ferry service, bus only lanes, expanded transit frequency, vanpools, new express services, park-and-ride
facilities and/or shuttles to link services. 

DVRPC further refined this method in 2007 for congruent use in both New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and
tested it under multiple land use scenarios and the various modes and intensities of transit service
throughout the area. As a result, the Transit Score may be easily applied by stakeholders in any part of the
region. In the revised calculation, only three factors are used: Population Density, Employment Density,
and Zero-Car Household Density. By mapping the calculated scores across a geographic area, planners or
other stakeholders can readily observe and numerically compare the degrees of transit compatibility
between various locales. Transit Score calculations also enable quick and easy comparisons and
illustrations of the relative transit-supportiveness in alternate development scenarios (development under
prevailing zoning vs. development under a smart growth zoning proposal, for example). This type of
comparison is also useful as part of the required land use evaluation for the FTA New Starts / Small Starts
Alternatives Analysis. 

Transit Scores can be used in corridor planning to assess the likelihood of future transit service or
extensions and the suitability of such service. The Transit Score methodology can also reveal ways in
which communities can change their land use patterns in order to make transit a viable option (such as
by increasing densities, for example) (See Figure 8).

For more information, see:

Creating a Regional Transit Score Protocol. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
Philadelphia, PA. 2006.

Transit Score Report: Possibilities for the Future. New Jersey Transit, Newark, NJ. 2000.
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FIGURE 7: Current Public Transportation Services Map. From Phoenixville Area Intermodal
Transportation Study.
Source: DVRPC, 2003
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FIGURE 8: 2000 Transit Scores Map. From Creating a Regional Transit Score Protocol.
Source: DVRPC, 2007
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TRANSPORTATION – PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES
Bicycling and walking are viable alternatives to driving for certain trips. Bicycle trips are most appropriate
for trips of five miles or less, while most pedestrian trips are usually of a half-mile or less, depending on
the walking conditions and destination purpose. For example, a person may be willing to walk farther if
there are adequate sidewalks, street lighting, a feeling of safety, interesting stores or sights along the route,
and most importantly, a destination to walk to, such as work, shopping, or school. An evaluation of the
suitability of a corridor for bicycling and walking is done for most corridor studies, detailing the
facilities available and the overall biking or walking experience.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Level of Service (BLOS and PLOS)

Bicycle Level of Service (BLOS) and Pedestrian Level of Service (PLOS) are tools that assess and
compare a given location’s accessibility by nonmotorized transportation. BLOS and PLOS measures relate
to comfort and the perception of safety rather than the throughput or efficiency of a vehicle level of service
calculation (the previously discussed LOS rating for roadways). Like the LOS system, BLOS and PLOS
are defined in the Federal Highway Administration’s Highway Capacity Manual.

BLOS and PLOS are statistically calibrated models. Pedestrian level of service is computed using a
separate walkway free from vehicles. Bicycle level of service is computed with the expectation that the
cyclist is using the street or a cartway separate from the pedestrian sidewalk. Data considered in the
analysis includes the roadway configuration, volume and speed of auto and truck traffic, the presence and
quality of sidewalks, availability of on-street parking and other buffers. This data is used to determine
pedestrian and bicyclist comfort, the result being a level of service grade or score. The BLOS or PLOS
score can be a useful tool in corridor planning, as it quantitatively measures level of service for bikes
and pedestrians, thereby elevating their status as viable transportation modes. It can also inform
recommendations for targeted improvements that positively impact nonmotorized accessibility.

DVRPC has recently used BLOS and PLOS in the multiphase study Increasing Inter-Modal Access to
Transit to assess the ease and comfort of biking or walking to local transit stations. Pedestrian levels of
service are assessed within one-quarter mile (typically defined as the five-minute walk or “pedestrian
shed”), and bicycle levels of service within one mile of each location studied. At the quarter-mile radius,
every road segment is evaluated and assigned a PLOS score. Major roadways, typically collector and
arterial routes, are evaluated for BLOS in a one-mile radius (See Figures 9 & 10).

For more information see:

Increasing Intermodal Access to Transit: Phase III. Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2006.

Regional Bicycle Map’s Ratings of Local Roadways

The Greater Philadelphia Bicycle Coalition, in conjunction with DVRPC, the U.S. Department of
Transportation and Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, developed a Regional Bicycle Map in
2003. The map indicates roads that are bicycle-friendly, average, and below average for bike use. Bicycle-
friendly is defined as “most suitable for on-road cycling. Some roads may have heavy traffic, but also have
wide shoulders, making them preferred routes.” Average is defined as “moderately suitable for on-road
cycling. Cyclists of lesser skill and experience riding in traffic may find conditions unfavorable.” Below
average is defined as “least suitable for on-road cycling. While riding on these roads may not be pleasant,
they may be the most direct route between two points.” 
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FIGURE 9: Burlington Town Center Station Area BLOS Scores. From Increasing Intermodal Access to
Transit Phase III.
Source: DVRPC, 2006
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FIGURE 10: Burlington Town Center Station Area PLOS Scores. From Increasing Intermodal Access to
Transit Phase III.
Source: DVRPC, 2006
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The ratings were based on a combination of traffic volumes, roadway geometry and field observations. In
addition, on the Pennsylvania side of the DVRPC region, Bicycle Level of Service (BLOS) calculations
and user input were added to the combination of factors determining the rating. In addition the Regional
Bicycle Map shows off-road trails, future trails, bike-suitable transit connections, bike shops and other
segments of the region’s bicycle network. 

Using the Regional Bicycle Map is a quick and easy way to list those roadways in a corridor study area
that are bike-friendly, average or below average for bicycling.

For more information see:

Greater Philadelphia Regional Bike Map. Bicycle Coalition of Greater Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, PA. 2003.

TRANSPORTATION – OTHER

Parking 

A corridor study may also address the supply, pricing, management, and location of parking along a
corridor, if warranted. Many municipalities often feel that they do not have enough parking, when often
that is a misconception. A corridor study might quantify how many parking spaces are contained within
the study area, and offer recommendations on how to better manage (such as through shared parking),
market, or price the parking, rather than supplying more, for instance. Or in some cases, more parking may
be needed, and care should be taken to recommend good parking management practices and design. A
corridor may contain many large surface parking lots, often in front of commercial buildings, that detract
from the overall appearance of the corridor. The study might recommend the screening of such lots with
landscaping or low fences, building liner buildings along the roadway, or moving the lots to the side or
back of buildings. 

Both the Institute of Transportation Engineers and the Urban Land Institute have created guidelines for
municipal parking requirements. Although useful resources, they should not be the only basis for the
parking standards adopted by municipalities. Rather, individual communities should determine their own
parking needs and develop regulations that are tailored to specific locations and land uses. A review of
municipal parking regulations along a corridor may be useful if an in-depth study of parking issues is
needed along a corridor. Changes to parking regulations contained in a zoning ordinance or subdivision
and land development ordinance might include the adoption of maximum parking requirements, rather
than minimum standards; shared parking; counting on-street spaces in the parking space requirement
number; phasing the building of new parking so it is built only as needed; and allowing on-street parking.

In 2004, DVRPC published Municipal Implementation Tool #6: Parking Management Strategies. This
brochure describes basic strategies for balancing parking supply and demand, and includes two case
studies from within the region. Another good source of information is the Victoria Transport Policy
Institute, an independent research organization that has completed a number of reports that integrate to
topics of parking management and smart growth. To review or download copies of the Institute’s
publications, visit www.vtpi.org. For more information on parking pricing, see Donald Shoup’s The High
Cost of Free Parking (2005).
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Aviation Facilities

There are several general aviation and reliever airports in the region that are important components of the
transportation infrastructure. Reliever airports provide a high level of capacity for operation and storage
of single engine, twin and small jet aircraft away from the commercial airports. General aviation serves
similar aviation and business traffic. An evaluation of the impact of aviation facilities within a corridor
is done only when there is a direct impact of the airport on that corridor. An example of this inclusion
was DVRPC’s Route 130/Delaware River Corridor Extension Route 206/Farmbelt Corridor
Transportation and Circulation Study (2003), in which there are several airports within the corridor that
contribute to its overall economic vitality (See Figure 11).

Goods Movement (Freight)

In conducting corridor studies, an effort is made to identify strategies and improvements that will
maximize goods movement within the corridor. Specific data collected include vehicle classification
counts, including the percent of trucks by volume as well as the number of trucks by class. Oftentimes
specific truck routes may be identified or recommended. In DVRPC’s Route 130/Delaware River Corridor
Extension Route 206/Farmbelt Corridor Transportation and Circulation Study (2003), an agricultural
route network was identified that represented the preferred transportation network by farmers in the area,
to facilitate mobility of farm equipment between farms, as well as goods movement to and from farms
(See Figure 12). 

Transportation Capital Projects 

The Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is the regionally agreed upon list of transportation
priority projects, as required by federal law. The TIP document must list all projects that intend to use
federal funds, along with non-federally funded projects that are regionally significant. The TIP also
includes all other state-funded capital projects. The projects are multimodal. They include bicycle,
pedestrian, freight-related projects, innovative air quality projects, as well as traditional highway and
public transit projects. The location and extent of TIP projects are usually identified within the
particular corridor being studied, in order to develop improvements strategies that take into account
major future capital projects (See Figure 13).

For more information see:

DVRPC TIP Website: www.dvrpc.org/transportation/capital/tip.htm

DVRPC FY2007 TIP for NJ: www.dvrpc.org/transportation/capital/tip/fy07-NJ.htm

DVRPC FY2007 TIP for PA: www.dvrpc.org/transportation/capital/tip/fy07-PA.htm

Travel Demand Analysis/Modeling 

Regional travel simulation models are used to forecast future travel patterns, as well as quantify the effects
of various transportation projects and policies. They rely on demographic and employment data, land use,
and transportation network characteristics to simulate trip making patterns throughout the region. As in most
other large urban areas, the travel simulation models at DVRPC follow the four traditional steps of trip
generation, trip distribution, modal split, and travel assignment. Modeling is conducted in corridor studies
where detailed knowledge of trip patterns is critical. DVRPC is currently testing UPlan, a GIS-based land
use planning model, developed at the University of California at Davis, which can test growth scenarios and
assist with understanding the potential impacts of policy decisions on future growth (See Figure 14).
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FIGURE 11: Transportation Facilities. From Route 130/Delaware River Corridor Extension, Route
206/Farmbelt Corridor Transportation and Circulation Study.
Source: DVRPC, 2003
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FIGURE 12: Preserved Farmland and Potential Agricultural Route. From Route 130/Delaware River
Corridor Extension, Route 206/Farmbelt Corridor Transportation and Circulation Study.
Source: DVRPC, 2003
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FIGURE 13: Current Transportation Improvement Program Map. From Phoenixville Area Intermodal
Transportation Study.
Source: DVRPC, 2003
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FIGURE 14: Improvement Scenarios for Year 2025 Travel Testing. From Phoenixville Area Intermodal
Transportation Study.
Source: DVRPC, 2003
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) techniques decrease congestion by focusing on the demand
for transportation facilities. They encourage strategies to reduce single occupancy vehicle trips by sharing
vehicles, eliminating trips, shifting travel from peak to non-peak periods, and other forms of alternative
transportation. In general, any corridor can benefit from TDM techniques, and all techniques or some
combination are recommended in most corridor studies. TDM, however, requires significant effort by
employers and/or the private sector beyond what just the public sector can do.

DVRPC manages the Mobility Alternatives Program (MAP), funded by PennDOT, which provides
commuters in Southeastern Pennsylvania with alternatives to driving to work alone. Administered through
a network of seven subcontractors (five Transportation Management Associations, the City of
Philadelphia, and SEPTA), MAP is an outreach and education program that provides information on the
variety of options available to commuters, including transit, car or van pools, and flexible work hours. 

Telework involves either working at home or at a satellite work center closer to an employee’s home than
the conventional office. As a result, the commute between home and the office is either partially or
completely eliminated. Work is completed through the use of computers and telecommunication
technologies (phone, personal computer, modem, fax machine, e-mail, etc.). 

Flex-time strategies allow employees to work alternative work hours or compressed work weeks in order
to reduce congestion in peak-time periods on local roadways. These strategies reduce vehicle trip demand
on highway facilities by shifting it to less congested time periods. Alternative work hours occur during off-
peak travel periods, and compressed work weeks eliminate trips to the workplace on certain days. Flex-
time is employee and family-friendly, by allowing individuals to set their work hours to better fit their
personal preferences.

Carsharing is an organized program that facilitates sharing automobiles among multiple users without
each incurring the fixed cost of owning a car. A charge is assessed with each use. An example is the
PhillyCarShare program. 

Ridesharing is a program in which two or more individuals share part or all of a commute on a regular
basis. Carpooling involves a group of commuters who use their own vehicles, while rotating drivers on a
regular basis. Another common example is vanpooling, where a larger group of riders, usually going to the
same destination, are picked up by either a member of the vanpool or an agency that operates the vehicle.
These alternative forms of transportation save time, money, and are beneficial for the environment.

Pricing parking are actions taken to alter the supply and/or demand of a parking system, to encourage
alternative modes. Examples include parking cash-out (employers offer a cash payment to employees to
give up private parking spaces at work) or transportation allowances (employers offer transit fare
subsidies, such as DVRPC’s TransitChek, and/or vanpool and carpool fare allowances), preferred parking
areas for carpools or individuals who only drive a few times a week, or using price levels to modify
behavior. Incentives such as these can reduce the number of single occupant vehicle commutes and
increase use of alternative forms of transportation.

Congestion pricing is a method of reducing congestion by charging higher fees for roadway use based on
time and/or location of travel. The goal of this program is to encourage travelers to shift to alternative
times, routes or modes during peak traffic periods. Congestion pricing programs may also include gas
taxes, insurance structures, and differences in toll structures for different types of trucks and cars. 
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For more information see:

DVRPC Congestion Management Process: Limiting Traffic Congestion and Achieving Regional
Goals. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2006. 

Pennsylvania Congestion Management System: Phase 2 Report. Delaware Valley Regional
Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 1997. 

US 322, Section 100 - Congestion Management Systems Analysis. Delaware Valley Regional
Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 1995.

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) refers to using technologies in electronics (wireless and hard-
wired), communications, or computer-based information processing to improve the efficiency and/or
safety of a surface transportation system. ITS is primarily applied to freeway systems, but can be used in
vehicles themselves, or in conjunction with mass transit service. 

At the corridor level, the most basic ITS program is a closed-loop traffic signal system. With this
approach, a series of intersections are hardwired to a central computer system. Each intersection collects
and sends data relating to traffic flow and volume to the central system, which in turn computes the most
efficient signal timing pattern for the road network.

More sophisticated ITS technologies for corridors include network surveillance and various traveler
information systems, such as variable message board systems. These can be used to relay up-to-the-
minute travel information to drivers on the road. A similar transit ITS traveler information application is a
smart bus stop. With this system, a transit vehicle’s location is tracked electronically. This information is
used to communicate the next arrival time to passengers waiting at the stop. In large or highly congested
corridors with parallel roads or transit, integrated corridor management can coordinate traffic speeds,
direct traffic to less congested roads, compare transit travel times to drive times, and otherwise
coordinate between multiple systems for improved efficiency.

DVRPC has created two documents on ITS practices. The first is Institutional Coordination of Intelligent
Transportation Systems in the Delaware Valley - Regional ITS, which provides a common framework for
planning, defining, and integrating intelligent transportation systems. It is modeled after and consistent
with the National ITS Architecture developed by US DOT. This document maps out how the various ITS
components in the Delaware Valley should ultimately be tied together and integrated-both physically as
well as institutionally. It discusses the roles and responsibilities of a wide range of ITS stakeholders, the
tailoring of ITS deployment and operations to local needs, the sharing of information between
stakeholders, and the future expansion of ITS. This regional ITS architecture was developed through a
coordinated process with a wide array of stakeholders. 

Second is the Draft ITS Master Plan for the Delaware Valley, which represents a long-term vision and
strategy for creating ITS programs in the Delaware Valley. Its application is largely the responsibility of
several individual agencies with different objectives. It presents a comprehensive vision of ITS services to
be implemented, and, more importantly, proposes a list of projects that will bridge the individual programs
and create more cohesive operations.
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For more information see:

Institutional Coordination of Intelligent Transportation Systems in the Delaware Valley -
Regional ITS Architecture. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA.
2001.

Draft ITS Master Plan for the Delaware Valley. Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2006.

US DOT Website: www.its.dot.gov/its_overview.htm

LAND USE

Existing Land Use

Existing land use refers to just that-what land uses are within the study area. “Activity” is considered to
be the single most important land use characteristic, describing what actually takes place in physical terms
on that land. Thus, office activity on a parcel of land translates into an office land use. A discussion of
existing land use in a corridor study is important for understanding the context of the transportation
network and the relationship of roads and transit to growth centers and jobs.

DVRPC maintains land use data and maps for the entire nine-county region, based on digital
orthophotography created from aerial surveillance, flown every five years. DVRPC asks its member
county governments to review the draft land use files for specific errors and revises accordingly. Thus, the
land use data is based on both interpretation of orthophotography and local knowledge. Land uses are
classified into 31 separate categories. Land uses are almost always described using a color-coded land use
map accompanying the description. 

In addition to the 17 categories utilized in DVRPC’s 1995 and revised 1990 land use files (the first 17 are
listed below), the Commission’s 2000 land use file delineates parking areas associated with each of 13 land
use categories and creates a separate category for agricultural bogs, located primarily in southern
Burlington County. The 1965 Standard Land Use Coding Manual established standard colors for land uses,
which are listed after each land use below (See Figure 15).

2000 DVRPC Land Use Classifications and Colors:

The 31 categories are as follows:

• Single-Family Detached Residential
(yellow)

• Multi-Family Residential (salmon)

• Residential Rowhomes (orange)

• Mobile Homes (light orange)

• Manufacturing-Light Industrial (light
purple)

• Manufacturing-Heavy Industrial (dark
purple) 

• Transportation and Parking (gray)

• Utility (pink)

• Commercial (red)

• Community Services (light blue) 

• Military (navy blue)

• Recreation (yellow-green)

• Agriculture (light green)

• Mining (dark red)

• Wooded (bright green)

• Vacant (lime)

• Water (aqua blue)
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FIGURE 15: 1995 Land Use Map. From Phoenixville Area Intermodal Transportation Study.
Source: DVRPC, 2003
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New in 2000:

All parking categories are colored on land use maps as transportation (gray) but each parcel with parking
does have an underlying code that identifies what use the parking is serving, if needed for analysis.

DVRPC aerial photography and land use data can be purchased by contacting DVRPC’s Map Sales
Department at 215-238-2828 or mapsales@dvrpc.org.

Future Land Use

A discussion of future land use looks at the study area’s potential development and growth activity on a
general level, as well as proposed development projects, plans for major land preservation, and/or the
development of an open space system. Data on proposed or future land uses can come from municipal
sources, and/or from an examination of the zoning code (either a cursory review or a full zoning build-out
analysis). Illustrations can be created that show different growth scenarios, such as a trend scenario
(“growing with the flow”) or a plan scenario (“growing with places in mind”). The land use
characterizations of the Smart Transportation initiative (rural/preserved, suburban neighborhood,
suburban corridor, core) can help define the future context of an area and provide guidance for the
appropriate transportation needs. Future land use is a critical element in understanding the future
needs of the transportation system in a corridor study (See Figure 16-18).

Cultural and Historic Resources

The Delaware Valley region has many cultural and historic resources, including registered historic
districts, national parks, and a wide variety of historic buildings and styles of architecture. In many cases,
these important resources are located in communities that have changed markedly over time. Historic
landscapes such as the Brandywine Battlefield and Valley Forge National Historical Park, which were once
considered rural outposts, are now surrounded by busy highways, and residential and commercial
development. As we work to modernize and increase the efficiency of our transportation infrastructure, it
is also important that we preserve the character of the historic places that help keep the Delaware Valley
unique.

When completing a corridor study-or any planning effort that includes recommendations for a defined
study area- it is important to identify any cultural or historic resources that may be impacted by
proposed changes to the area’s natural and built environments. In the case of corridor studies, the
presence of historic and culturally significant places should necessitate contingencies and changes to even
modest plans. Landmark buildings threatened by proposed road widenings, historic vistas interrupted by
highway interchanges, unique main streets and town centers weakened by the construction of new bypass

• Parking-Multi-Family Residential 

• Parking-Residential Rowhomes 

• Parking-Mobile Homes

• Parking-Light Manufacturing

• Parking-Heavy Manufacturing

• Parking-Transportation

• Parking-Utility

• Parking-Commercial

• Parking-Community Services

• Parking-Military

• Parking-Recreation

• Parking-Agriculture

• Parking-Mining

• Agricultural Bog (dusty pink)
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FIGURE 16: Pending and Proposed Development. From Route 3, West Chester Pike — Land Use and
Access Management Strategies.
Source: DVRPC, 2006
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roads-all are examples of how changes to a corridor can threaten the integrity of regional, cultural and
historic resources (See Figure 19).

Determining where our registered historic places are located is a relatively simple task. Every state is
required by federal law to maintain a publicly funded state historic preservation office (SHPO). The
responsibilities of SHPOs include identifying historic properties, and preparing and updating statewide
preservation plans. SHPOs also provide assistance to government agencies at the federal, state, and local
levels, as well as to citizens groups, nonprofit organizations, and the private sector. In Pennsylvania, the
Bureau for Historic Preservation, a division of the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission,
serves as the SHPO. In New Jersey, the Department of Environmental Protection’s Office of Historic
Preservation fills this role. In both states, the SHPO maintains an online database of all nationally
registered historic places and landmarks. To look up a historic resource in Pennsylvania, visit
www.arch.state.pa.us. In New Jersey, see www.state.nj.us/dep/hpo/1identify/identify.htm. 

For more information see:

Municipal Implementation Tool #7: Historic Preservation. 2004. Delaware Valley Regional
Planning Commission. Philadelphia, PA. 2004.

Route 202 Section 100 Land Use Strategies Study. 2001. Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission. Philadelphia, PA. 2004.

Natural Features

The Delaware Valley region is home to some of the nation’s most renowned natural areas and protected
open spaces. Valley Forge National Historical Park, the Pinelands National Reserve, and Wissahickon
Valley Park are just a few of the better-known examples. However, many municipalities throughout the
region are taking important steps to identify and protect their own environmental resources.

Corridor plans should include a map that identifies all the significant environmental resources within
the defined study area. The presence of wetlands, protected open space, flood plains, steep slopes, and
other sensitive areas can have a profound effect on the shape and placement of future development,
including roadway improvements. Before recommending changes to an area’s built environment, it is
important to identify any open space issues that may need to be accommodated (See Figure 20).

Corridor studies should evaluate the risk of flooding when making recommendations for transportation
improvements. Not only will poorly planned improvements be threatened by future flooding events, they
may exacerbate flooding problems elsewhere by interfering with the natural functioning of floodplains.
Knowing the location of the 100-year floodplain and the floodway is key to assessing these risks. 

Digital floodplain mapping for New Jersey and Pennsylvania can be purchased from the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) or from third party providers. A popular digital product is
FEMA’s Q3 Flood Data, which was produced by scanning FEMA’s paper Flood Insurance Rate Maps
(FIRMs). A CD-ROM containing environmental and natural resource GIS data is also available for
purchase from DVRPC. The CD includes FEMA’s Q3 Flood Data for a 24-county region centered on
Philadelphia. Digital floodplain mapping for Pennsylvania can also be downloaded from the Pennsylvania
Spatial Data Access (PASDA) center at http://www.pasda.psu.edu.

As part of Destination 2030, DVRPC’s current long-range plan for the region, a series of maps were
created to provide a snapshot of the region’s existing open space and identify priority areas for future
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FIGURE 19: Cultural Landmarks & Historic Resources Map. From Intercounty Relief Route – Schuylkill,
East Pikeland, Phoenixville, Upper Providence.
Source: DVRPC, 2006
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conservation work. The content of the completed maps is summarized below. To view the maps, see the
land use section of Destination 2030 at www.dvrpc.org/LongRangePlan/Final/Destination2030_LandUse.pdf.

• 2030 Land Use Plan. This map offers a comprehensive vision of future growth and investment
in the region through the identification of key land use categories and development centers
(See Figure 21).

• 2004 Protected Lands. Existing protected lands across the region, including federal property,
state-owned land, county parks, municipal holdings, preserved farms, and privately protected
sites, are all identified on this map (See Figure 22).

• 2030 Greenspace Network. This map illustrates DVRPC’s proposal to link and expand the
region’s existing open space into a greenspace network, where parks, forests, meadows,
protected farms, and stream corridors are joined together in an interconnected system
(See Figure 23).

• 2030 Conservation Focus Areas. These areas include agricultural and natural lands that possess
a combination of unique physiographic, vegetative, and land use characteristics. The
Conservation Focus Areas identified on this map are not “no-growth zones.” Rather, they are
locations where natural, agricultural, and recreational values should be protected as limited
growth that is appropriate within the context of the surrounding area is also allowed
(See Figure 24).

In addition, for its nine-county service area, DVRPC tracks municipal use of natural resource protection
tools, and maintains an inventory of locally funded open space programs. To view a map that identifies the
locations of these programs, see www.dvrpc.org/planning/environmental/openspace/lfos_2006-11.pdf.
DVRPC’s Office of Environmental Planning also conducts county and municipal natural resource
inventories, develops greenway, open space and farmland preservation plans, and contributes to a wide
variety of regional water quality initiatives. 

Several open space prioritization models have been developed recently to help decision makers in open
space, land use and transportation planning. The Regional GreenPlan was developed by the Greenspace
Alliance to prioritize land for its ecological, agricultural and recreational values. Similarly, the Schuylkill
Watershed Land Prioritization Strategy prioritizes land for its ecological and drinking water values. Areas
that ranked high in either of these models should be protected from development. Corridor plans can
consult these prioritization models in order to avoid making recommendations for development or
transportation improvements that would negatively impact high-value resource lands. 

The issue of stormwater management is also important to address in corridor studies as roadway
improvements can increase runoff and contribute to soil erosion, flooding, damage to natural drainage
systems and degradation of drinking water resources. Utilizing Best Management Practices that reduce
impervious coverage and promote infiltration are important. In addition, street trees should also be
considered resources that contribute environmental, scenic, economic, energy savings, health, traffic
calming, and stormwater management benefits. Corridor studies should map the presence of street trees
as an important resource, and avoid proposals that would remove street trees when possible. If removal
of street trees is unavoidable for safety or other reasons, then recommendations to replace trees should also
be included.
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FIGURE 21: 2030 Land Use Plan. From Destination 2030 – The Year 2030 Plan for the Delaware Valley.
Source: DVRPC, 2006
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FIGURE 22: 2004 Protected Lands. From Destination 2030 – The Year 2030 Plan for the Delaware Valley.
Source: DVRPC, 2006
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FIGURE 23: 2030 Green Space Network. From Destination 2030 – The Year 2030 Plan for the Delaware
Valley.
Source: DVRPC, 2006
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For more information, see:

Destination 2030: The Year 2030 Plan for the Delaware Valley. Delaware Valley Regional
Planning Commission. Philadelphia, PA. 2006.

Regional GreenPlan. GreenSpace Alliance of Southeastern Pennsylvania.
www.regionalgreenplan.org.

Schuylkill Action Network Website. www.schuylkillactionnetwork.org.

Density/Form/Community Types

In addition to examining the overall land use mix, the corridor study could also include a discussion on
density, using DVRPC’s 2004 Realizing Density report, which lists the population density, gross housing
unit density, and net housing unit density for all 353 municipalities in the region, as well as the region’s
nine counties. 

Also, some discussion of form and building types is important to characterize the community types
along the corridor, such as rural, suburban corridor, suburban center, suburban neighborhood, town
center, village or urban neighborhood, or urban core. Zoning codes have traditionally focused mostly on
land use, but new emphasis is being placed on form or building type, the basis for form-based codes. 

The form of development along a corridor, such as commercial uses situated on an arterial roadway
with large front setbacks of surface parking, may actually be more significant in the analysis and
recommendations than the land use (commercial) itself. Certainly the types of recommendations made
for a Main Street (commercial land uses, usually small front setbacks) versus a strip shopping street
(commercial land uses, usually large front setbacks) would differ more based on their form, rather than the
commercial uses they accommodate. The Main Street’s form better supports walking (even if the strip
commercial arterial has sidewalks) and most likely transit, and a recommendation in a corridor study might
be to further enhance these options, while accommodating parking in the rear and on-street.
Recommendations along the strip shopping street might include better controlling access and curb cuts
along the arterial, creating liner buildings along the arterial to create more of a “street wall,” and providing
sidewalks. 

A typical land use map would show both the Main Street and the strip shopping street as red (commercial
land uses), which alone does not convey anything about the form or character of this commercial area, or
how the recommendations might differ. Review and recommendations based on the form of the corridor,
not unlike context-sensitive design, will produce better results than solely focusing on land use.

REGULATIONS AND STUDIES

Comprehensive or Master Plan and Other Studies

A community’s comprehensive (Pennsylvania) or master (New Jersey) plan guides decisions about the
physical and social development of a municipality or county. It provides the vision and the rationale for a
community’s zoning ordinance and future growth. Counties can also prepare comprehensive or master
plans, and sometimes there are also multi-municipal master plans. All of these policy documents should
be summarized in a corridor study, or at the very least spell out the future vision of the municipalities
or counties involved. This is especially important when it comes to the comprehensive plan’s language
on new growth and redevelopment in the community. Any corridor study recommendations should
address the existing comprehensive plan. Reviewing these local plans is critical to ensuring that
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transportation decisions and future infrastructure or improvements are linked to an overall land use plan
and vision that supports such infrastructure.

Consideration should be given to all relevant studies that have been done by other agencies or consultants
in the corridor study area. If still relevant, recommendations should be consistent with the conclusions of
these other studies or explain why not.

Long-Range Plan Characterization of Community Types

A corridor study should include the characterization of community types in their corridor, based on the
types outlined in the region’s long-range plan, Destination 2030: The Year 2030 Plan for the Delaware
Valley. A corridor study should ensure that recommendations are in line with the appropriate policies
for that community type. In some cases, a single study area may include a wide range of community
types that encompass a variety of unique priorities and dynamics. These community types and related
policies are an effective tool to quickly summarize the character of a place and guide recommendations. 

As the metropolitan planning agency for the region, federal regulations mandate that DVRPC prepare and
maintain a long-range transportation and land use plan with a minimum 20-year time horizon. Destination
2030 sets forth DVRPC’s land use and transportation policies, including transportation projects, for the
region. It outlines a collective future vision for the region’s 353 municipalities. DVRPC classified each of
the municipalities as one of four general community types (See Figure 25), in order to simplify and
categorize policy recommendations for each type. The four types are:

• Core Cities, with policies centered on Redevelopment and Renewal, for DVRPC’s four core
cities of Philadelphia, Camden, Trenton, and Chester. Destination 2030 seeks to maximize the
existing assets of these places while also promoting community renewal, neighborhood
preservation, and economic development strategies that encourage population and job growth
rather than further decline. 

• Developed Communities, with policies centered on Stabilization and Revitalization. Developed
Communities include the region’s older townships and boroughs. Inner-ring municipalities
adjacent to the Core Cities, streetcar suburbs, and developed townships in outlying areas are all
examples of Developed Communities. Preventative maintenance, streetscape and signage
programs, and economic development activities such as Main Street initiatives can all help to
reinforce the locational and physical advantages of these places while also stemming
disinvestment.

• Growing Suburbs, with policies centered on Growth Management and Community Design.
Often located in outlying areas, Growing Suburbs are experiencing, or forecast to experience,
significant growth in population, jobs, and land consumption. The policy prescriptions of
enhanced growth management and community design reflect the need to improve the form of
development, reduce congestion, and protect open space in these communities.

• Rural Areas, with policies centered on Preservation and Limited Development. The Delaware
Valley is home to some of the most productive farmland in the United States, including the
famed mushroom fields of Chester County. As a result, agricultural industries currently comprise
a significant economic sector that is important to the region. To ensure the long-term health and
preservation of Rural Areas, Destination 2030 recommends limiting the expansion of exurban
infrastructure systems, preserving rural lifestyles and villages, supporting the farming industry,
and enhancing efforts to protect natural resources. 
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The long-range plan places a strong emphasis on rebuilding our existing transportation infrastructure and
linking transportation investments to specific land use, economic development, environmental and
transportation goals. Goals were developed for eight critical issue areas, including urban revitalization,
growth management, economic development, the environment, equity and opportunity, transportation
facilities, transportation operations, and transportation finance. 

For more information see:

Destination 2030: The Year 2030 Plan for the Delaware Valley. Delaware Valley Regional
Planning Commission. Philadelphia, PA. 2006. 

Destination 2030: A Vision for the Future Polices and Goals of the 2030 Long Range Plan.
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission. Philadelphia, PA. 2004. 

Zoning and Subdivision and Land Development Ordinances

When completing a corridor study, the municipal zoning ordinance (where land uses, density, and bulk
standards are regulated) and municipal subdivision and land development ordinance (where the design
and layout of lots, streets, and public utilities are regulated, otherwise known as site plan review) should
be reviewed. In some cases, such as in some New Jersey municipalities, these two ordinances are contained
within a unified development code (UDC). Almost all corridor studies will include several municipalities,
thus each ordinance should be analyzed and the zoning districts mapped. By combining the zoning of
neighboring municipalities onto one map, this may reveal some compatibility issues between zoning
districts along the municipal boundaries.

In some cases, a composite zoning map (See Figure 26) may need to be created that actually translates
each municipality’s zoning districts into common districts, such as one-acre residential, half-acre
residential, etc. A composite zoning map can better show what the overall zoning build-out might be in the
future along a corridor or in a study area, as well as comparing land uses, densities, and bulk standards
across municipalities. A review of zoning in a corridor study may lead to recommendations on changing
uses, densities, or bulk standards to better respond to conditions along the corridor, or changing the
subdivision and land development ordinance to design lots and streets in a more context-sensitive
manner, and/or to promote smarter development patterns.

Zoning for Smart Growth

Should a corridor study reveal deficiencies in zoning and/or subdivision and land development
regulations, how and why to update these regulations should be included in the corridor study
recommendations. Zoning for smart growth includes a variety of types of zoning districts-some
described separately following this section-and innovations, such as form-based codes.

Starting in the beginning of the 20th century, zoning emerged as a tool to separate incompatible land uses,
such as industrial and residential, for public health and safety reasons. A polluting factory was seen as a
noxious use, one that should be separated and/or buffered from residential neighborhoods. Conventional
zoning created geographic zones based on common land usage (residential, commercial, industrial, etc.).
This type of zoning has separated uses over the years, but to the detriment in most cases of place-making
and livable communities. Single use zones require a great deal of travel, almost always by automobile, to
access the office park, the shopping mall, the residential subdivision, the school. Zoning’s initial rationale
of separation is no longer valid, as most industrial uses are no longer as noxious or polluting; and
separating homes from shopping, from school, and from work has created a sprawling nation. 
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Today, planners advocate mixing uses and building types, connecting land uses, heterogeneity rather than
homogeneity. Most municipal zoning codes, however, have not kept pace with these changes, and their
standards are out of date. Many municipalities, working with an outdated code, are not able to respond
quickly when the market changes, such as when a developer wants to convert an old industrial building
into a mixed-use residential and commercial development.

Allowable densities can and should be higher in most communities, as new technologies and new
architectural design strategies can make concerns over density obsolete. When a zoning code’s allowable
density and height standards are based on a 50-year-old standard of how high a fire truck’s ladder could
reach, clearly the zoning code is not responding to modern conditions. Zoning must do better at reacting
to dramatic changes in demographics, building types, and rising land development costs. 

Thus, zoning for smart growth recognizes that a new set of zoning districts, or a wholly new type of
zoning code-a form-based code- is needed in many municipalities to allow for mixed uses, transit-
oriented development, traditional neighborhood development, conservation design, affordable housing,
etc. Form-based codes establish zones based on physical form and building types (e.g., neighborhood
shopping district, downtown business district) rather than usage (e.g., residential, commercial). In contrast
to conventional zoning, which is almost entirely text, form-based codes tend to be very visual and graphic-
oriented. The SmartCode is a model form-based code, developed by the new urbanist firm Duany Plater-
Zyberk & Company, that is free to use, and local municipalities can calibrate to local conditions. Although
form-based codes have already been adopted in a number of municipalities across the country, none are
currently in place in the Delaware Valley. Still, a number of municipalities in our region have adopted
some form of smart growth zoning, or are interested in form-based codes. 

For more information, see:

Innovations in Zoning for Smart Growth. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
Philadelphia, PA. 2007.

“Form-Based Zoning.” PAS Quick Notes 1. American Planning Association, Chicago, IL. 2004.
www.planning.org/pas/member/pdf/QN1text.pdf. 

SmartCode: A Comprehensive, Form-Based Planning Ordinance V-6.5. Duany Plater-Zyberk.
2005. www.tndtownpaper.com/images/SmartCode6.5.pdf 

Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)

DVRPC has been involved in planning for transit-oriented development (TOD) for several years. TOD is
defined as compact, mixed-use, and pedestrian-friendly development around a transit station. Buildings
are designed and oriented to facilitate transit usage and, although automobile traffic is accommodated,
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure is also provided in order to encourage multimodal access.

Corridor study areas may include locations that are ideally situated for TOD, such as underutilized
properties near existing rail stations, which can be redeveloped with transit-supportive uses, form, and
density. TOD Zoning could be recommended in a corridor study to encourage this type of development.
When possible, linking TOD to corridor studies, roadway and transit improvement projects can help
protect public highway and transit investments over the long term. By increasing transit use and
reducing automobile dependency, TOD can help minimize the need for future road widenings and other
costly efforts to expand the capacity of congested corridors. In 2003, DVRPC completed Linking Transit,
Communities and Development: Regional Inventory of Transit-Oriented Development Sites. This report
highlights opportunities for TOD near 45 transit stations across our region. Dozens of additional stations
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not included in the 2003 report are also suitable for TOD. In addition, DVRPC has completed in-depth
TOD case studies for more than a dozen of the existing transit stations in its service area. 

When completing a corridor study for an area served by transit, it would be useful to check to see if any
TOD planning has been completed for the station area(s), or if the station area is considered a good
candidate for TOD, by checking the 2003 TOD Inventory list (See Figure 27) and the 2007 On Track:
Progress Towards TOD in the Delaware Valley. Although much of DVRPC’s research has focused on
places served by rail transit, a case study completed for Woodbury, New Jersey, in 2004 illustrates how
TOD can also benefit places that are only served by bus lines. It may also be useful to include a sample
TOD ordinance, such as that found in DVRPC’s 2002 Transit Village Design in Burlington County report,
or those available online at national TOD-related websites such as Reconnecting America at
www.reconnectingamerica.org.

For more information, see:

Transit Village Design in Burlington County. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
Philadelphia, PA. 2002.

Linking Transit, Communities and Development: Regional Inventory of Transit-Oriented
Development Sites.Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2003.

Implementing Transit-Oriented Development: Four TOD Plans for Girard, Lansdale, Thorndale
and Woodbury. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2004.

Developing Around Transit: Transit-Oriented Development Plans for SEPTA Broad Street Line
Ellsworth-Federal, SEPTA R5 North Wales and SEPTA R2 Warminster. Delaware Valley
Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2006.

On Track: Progress Towards TOD in the Delaware Valley. Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2007.

Conservation Design

Corridors located in outer suburban and semi-rural areas are often proximate to large parcels of
undeveloped land. As the demand for new housing increases in these places, local governments may be
asked to approve large-scale subdivision plans that pay little heed to existing environmental resources.
Recommending the adoption of conservation design ordinances in growing communities can help strike
a balance between rising development demand and shrinking supplies of open space.

Conservation design is the practice of planning residential communities that preserve open space without
reducing the overall density of an area’s built environment. To achieve this goal, homes are arranged on a
site in a manner that allows at least half of the parcel’s total land area to be set aside as common open
space. This practice of designing with nature helps ensure the protection of environmental, historic, and
cultural resources that often do not survive the development of more conventional subdivisions. 

Unfortunately, the application of conservation design does not comply with the zoning, subdivision, and
site plan review codes currently in place in most municipalities. To address this issue, DVRPC and the
Natural Lands Trust are working with communities located throughout the Delaware Valley to draft and
implement conservation design ordinances. (While the Natural Lands Trust has drafted codes for
numerous Pennsylvania municipalities, all of DVRPC’s work has taken place in New Jersey.) Examples
of the ordinances may be downloaded from DVRPC’s website at

www.dvrpc.org/planning/community/ProtectionTools/ordinances.htm
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and the Natural Lands Trust’s website at www.natlands.org. In addition to conservation design, DVRPC’s
page provides examples of municipal zoning ordinances on a wide range of environmental topics,
including, but not limited to, stream corridor protection, wetlands management, and transfer of
development rights. 

For more information, see:

Arendt, Randall. Conservation Design for Subdivisions: A Practical Guide to Creating Open
Space Networks. Island Press. 2006.

Arendt, Randall. Growing Greener: Putting Conservation into Local Plans and Ordinances.
Natural Lands Trust. 1999. 

Green Building and Green Communities

Opportunities for green development should be identified and recommended in corridor studies and
other planning efforts whenever possible. Many of the most congested corridors in the Delaware Valley
region are located in growing suburban areas where roadway improvements have not kept pace with
the development of new homes and businesses. The incorporation of green building projects into these
areas can help to reduce local resource consumption while also creating new, vibrant places that are
healthy, safe, attractive, and walkable.

Since the founding of the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) in 1993, and the launch of the
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System five years later,
green building and other forms of sustainable design and development have begun to play a more visible
role in our built environment. As the country’s most prominent advocate and regulator of green building,
the USGBC operates in accordance with a “triple bottom line” that promotes environmental, social, and
economic prosperity. 

The USGBC’s LEED rating system includes criteria for evaluating a wide variety of new and existing
structures. Among these criteria are standards for water and energy efficiency, and the use of recycled,
renewable, and local building materials. Although buildings constructed to LEED standards may cost
slightly more to develop or improve, their projected energy savings over the long term may exceed any
incremental increase in their up-front costs. To achieve LEED certification, a project must also contribute
to the overall health of its surrounding community by creating a place that is both attractive and accessible.

CONSERVATION DESIGN

Buildings and lots placed in the most
appropriate locations on a parcel of land

Contiguous open space for people
and wildlife

Reduced impervious coverage

Reduced stormwater runoff

CONVENTIONAL DESIGN

Fragmented landscape

No common open space

More impervious coverage

More stormwater runoff
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For example, the criteria for new commercial buildings include accommodations for alternative modes of
transportation and the use of high-quality and innovative design techniques. By 2010, the USGBC hopes
to certify 100,000 buildings and 1 million homes.

In addition to certifying individual buildings, the USGBC launched LEED for Neighborhood
Development, or LEED-ND, as a pilot program in 2007. It is the first national rating system for
neighborhood design, developed in association with the Congress for New Urbanism and the Natural
Resources Defense Council. LEED-ND certification provides independent verification that a
development’s location and design meet accepted high standards for environmentally responsible,
sustainable development. It affectively integrates smart growth, green building and urbanism. LEED-ND
will be refined based on feedback throughout 2007 and 2008, with the full program and balloting system
launched in 2009.

Local organizations dedicated to promoting green building and sustainable design include the Delaware
Valley Green Building Council, Sustainable Philadelphia, and Philadelphia Green, an initiative of the
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society. In addition, the Engineering and Design Studio at Philadelphia
University functions as an interdisciplinary resource center with a focus on green building materials,
sustainable design, and community involvement.

The emerging importance of climate change and increasing energy costs merit consideration in corridor
planning. Current scientific consensus indicates that the Delaware Valley will face increased intensity in
rainfall, which will result in increased flooding over historical levels and frequencies, warranting a
conservative approach to stormwater drainage and flood protection in infrastructure design and location. 

The Delaware Valley is expected to experience higher summer temperatures, and many more summer days
in which the high temperature exceeds 90°F. These higher temperatures suggest at least two considerations
when planning for street trees—they should be of a type that can withstand future climate extremes, and
they should be plentiful to provide shade for pedestrians and buildings.

The combined impacts of policy responses to climate change and increased energy prices may result in a
decreased number of personal cars, due to increased use of transit, increased cycling, and sharing of rides.
Planners may wish to take this into consideration by assuring the corridor plan will accommodate future
transit vehicles and cyclists. Corridor planners may also want to consider how orientation of roads might
have an impact on the ability of future buildings to make maximum use of solar energy. In addition,
corridor planners may need to be prepared to document the greenhouse gas emissions impacts of various
options under consideration.

For more information, see:

Building Momentum: National Trends and Prospects for High Performance Green Buildings.
U.S. Green Building Council, Washington. 2003.
www.usgbc.org/Docs/Resources/043003_hpgb_whitepaper.pdf. 

Sustainable Philadelphia: Clean and Green by 2016. Sustainable Philadelphia. 2006.
www.sustainablephiladelphia.com/pdf/Sustainable_sm.pdf. 

White Paper on Sustainability: A Report on the Green Building Movement. Building Design and
Construction. 2003. www.usgbc.org/Docs/Resources/BDCWhitePaperR2.pdf. 
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Affordable and Workforce Housing and Mobility Needs

When completing a corridor study, it may be important to consider how the proposed roadway or transit
improvements included in the final report will affect the low- and moderate-income residents of the
surrounding area, and the adequate supply of affordable and workforce housing surrounding major
transportation corridors. In addition to the broad range of Environmental Justice issues (discussed later),
it is critical to pay special attention to proximity of affordable and workforce housing options to major road
and transit corridors. Given that the number one household cost is housing, followed by transportation, the
true cost of housing should consider the sometimes hidden costs of transportation and its effect on a
housing unit’s affordability. An apartment or home far from the central city might be cheaper, but
commuting costs for that household may make it as expensive or more than a closer-in apartment or home.
Affluent communities that have essentially “zoned out” more affordable homes and apartments (through
restrictions on multifamily housing, large minimum lot sizes, etc.) often find that those that work in their
community cannot afford to live there, and sometimes jobs in corporate office parks go unfilled if
affordable or workforce housing is not close enough or accessible for their workers. 

The presence of affordable and workforce housing within a corridor study, and those households’ mobility
needs, should be taken into account when compiling recommendations for a report. The importance of
providing multimodal options for commuting and other trips-such as through public transit, walking and
bicycling-is very important to all of those who live or work in a corridor, but is particularly important for
those who are transit-dependent or earn low to moderate incomes. Likewise, the actual provision of
affordable and workforce housing units near transportation corridors is important, and can be
recommended in a corridor study through the adoption of an inclusionary zoning ordinance.

Online databases of affordable housing units are available for both Pennsylvania and New Jersey. When
completing a plan for a corridor, it may be helpful to consult these resources in order to determine whether
a significant number of affordable or workforce units are proximate to the study area. Visit the
Pennsylvania Affordable Apartment Locator at www.phfa.org/pal/ and the New Jersey Housing Resource
Center at www.njhousing.gov. 

Several organizations working throughout the Delaware Valley are making concerted efforts to expand the
housing opportunities available to low- and moderate-income households. These include, but are not
limited to, the Housing Alliance of Pennsylvania, the New Jersey Council on Affordable Housing, The
Reinvestment Fund, and the Local Initiatives Support Corporation. 

For more information, see:

Choices: A Report on the State of the Region’s Housing Market. The Reinvestment Fund,
Philadelphia, PA. 2001. www.trfund.com/resource/downloads/policypubs/Choices.pdf.

Choices in Pennsylvania: Developing a Rational Framework for Housing Investment in
Pennsylvania. The Reinvestment Fund, Philadelphia, PA. 2003.
www.trfund.com/resource/downloads/policypubs/choices_in_PA.pdf. 

Guide to Affordable Housing in New Jersey. New Jersey Department of Community Affairs.
1999. www.state.nj.us/dca/dh/guide/guide.shtml. 

Municipal Implementation Tool #9: Inclusionary Zoning. 2006. (DVRPC Publication No.:
06013.)

Center for Neighborhood Technology’s Housing and Transportation Affordability Index
www.cnt.org/ht/
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Existing and Forecasted Population and Employment

Demographics on population and employment provide important information about a corridor. The United
States Census Bureau is the primary source of U.S. socioeconomic data, which includes population,
housing, income, educational attainment, age, gender, race, employment, and journey-to-work, among
other data. DVRPC also publishes data bulletins, analytical data reports, and data reference guides, which
highlight the most recent census figures for the nine-county region. These data reports can be especially
useful in corridor studies, by placing the corridor within its larger context of the region. Corridor
studies should include consideration of overall demographics of the study area, and highlight anything
particularly relevant, such as whether the area is one of the fastest growing in the region, for example.

Socioeconomic figures can be summarized and/or mapped at different political levels, depending on what
is most relevant to the corridor study. Some common census statistical area types are minor civil division
(MCD), which is usually the municipality; block group; and even smaller, by block. Comparisons of the
most recent census data with the previous census can also provide meaningful analysis of changes in
population, home values, and median income in the corridor, for instance. Demographic mapping forms
the basis of DVRPC’s Environmental Justice analysis of degrees of disadvantage.

Corridor studies should also include DVRPC’s population and employment forecasts  for the study area.
Currently, DVRPC’s adopted forecasts are made through the year 2035, based on Year 2000 Census data.
Population forecasts are based on the decennial census, while employment forecasts are also based on
census data, through the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP). Estimating employment is
more difficult than population, thus the CTPP is onsly one of multiple sources of estimating employment.
Other sources include the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, state-
level ES-202 data sets (operated by state Labor Market Information offices), and private information
sources. Thus, the CTPP data gets reconciled with other sources of employment data, and is also reviewed
by the individual counties.

For more information, see: DVRPC Website: www.dvrpc.org/data.htm

Major Employers 

An inventory of major employers along a corridor may enhance an analysis of current demographics.
This element may provide insight into the relationship of the roadway network and major employment
centers, the attraction of employees from outside the study area, the size of the work force using the
study area’s transportation network, and the relative long-term stability of particular transportation
infrastructure. 

DVRPC publishes a report on employment centers every decade. Employment Centers in the Delaware
Valley, 2000 lists 136 employment centers in the region-88 in DVRPC’s five Pennsylvania counties, and
48 in DVRPC’s four New Jersey counties. Employment centers are defined as integrated, concentrated
areas of nonresidential development that share transportation and land use linkages, have at least 500
employees, and have an employment density of at least 0.5 employees per acre. These centers form the
backbone of the region’s economy and, as primary destinations for journey-to-work trips, impact the
region’s highway and transit systems as well as goods movement and communications networks. Ninety-
two percent of the region’s employment is located within these identified employment centers.
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Employment data compiled and analyzed in the report are from the Census Transportation Planning
Package (CTPP) (See Figure 28).

To characterize each center, employment in 11 different sectors was combined into major employment
categories, and centers were designated as industrial, service, wholesale/retail, government, or “multiple
sector” centers. As expected, these categorizations illustrate a shift away from industrial sector employment
towards a more service-oriented economy. Employment density in the centers ranges from a low of just over
0.7 employees per acre to a high of 180 employees per acre, in Center City Philadelphia.

Title VI and Environmental Justice

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and President Clinton’s 1994 Executive Order on Environmental
Justice (#12898) state that no person or group shall be excluded from participation in, or denied the
benefits of, any program or activity utilizing federal funds. In turn, DVRPC, as part of the United States
Department of Transportation’s certification requirements, is required to evaluate its plans and programs
for environmental justice (EJ) sensitivity. This includes expanding outreach efforts to low-income,
minority, and other disadvantaged populations. 

As part of its EJ program, DVRPC has created an internal methodology to identify disadvantaged
communities within the region. Using U.S. Census data, DVRPC currently analyzes eight possible degrees
of disadvantage (DODs). DODs are considered present in areas where concentrations of one or more of
the following population characteristics exceed the regional average: poverty, elderly residents, non-
Hispanic minorities, Hispanics, residents with Limited English Proficiency, carless households, physically
disabled residents, and female heads of households with at least one child. 

As standard practice, corridor studies should include an EJ analysis as part of their overall
demographic investigation, so the potential impacts of the corridor study recommendations on
disadvantaged populations can be considered. DOD methodology can provide a quick demographic
snapshot of an area in addition to identifying disadvantaged groups. To complete an EJ analysis, the
census tracts where the corridor lies should first be identified. Once all the applicable tracts are identified,
they should be analyzed for individual DODs as well as to determine their overall level of disadvantage.
When corridor study areas include tracts with individual DOD concentration levels that are double the
regional average, the project should be brought to the attention of DVRPC’s Title VI Compliance
Manager to coordinate outreach to these communities (See Figure 29).

DVRPC’s DOD methodology has been incorporated into several projects and reports. These include, but
are not limited to, Destination 2030, the Transportation and Community Development Initiative (TCDI),
the Congestion Management Process (CMP), the Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) Program, and
the Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan (CHSTP) . 

For an example of how DVRPC’s EJ methodology can be successfully integrated into a corridor study, see
NJ Route 70 Corridor Study: Airport Circle to Marlton Circle. Completed in 2006, this report on an eight-
mile section of NJ Route 70 in Camden and Burlington counties demonstrates how EJ analysis can be used
to reveal the potential impacts of recommended transportation improvements on disadvantaged
populations. 

For more information, see:

“…and Justice for All”: DVRPC’s Strategy for Fair Treatment and Meaningful Involvement of
All People. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2003/2002/2001.
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Equity and Opportunity: Title VI Compliance Plan. Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2007.

Making a Difference…Together: DVRPC Environmental Justice Protocol. Delaware Valley
Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2005.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Land use, transportation, the environment and economic development all need to be considered when
studying a corridor. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, through its Keystone Principles for Growth,
Investment, and Resource Conservation (May 2005), and the current federal transportation legislation,
SAFETEA-LU, have placed a greater emphasis on the coordination of land use and transportation plans with
economic development.

As part of its current Integrating Land Use, Transportation, and Economic Development Planning (LUTED)
project, DVRPC is working with local economic development officials and other stakeholders to create a
strategy for ensuring that economic development decisions reflect sound land use and transportation planning
principles, and that land use planning decisions support and are coordinated with economic development
needs. This project is also prioritizing transportation investment needed to promote economic growth within
the region. A good economic development project depends on an efficient regional and local transportation
network, and locational decisions made by businesses almost always consider access as a top priority.
Investing in transportation infrastructure along a corridor can also spur economic development and land
development. 

DVRPC's long-range plan encourages economic development along existing corridors and centers, to take
advantage of the existing public infrastructure and road and transit network, rather than new development on
outer suburban or exurban greenfields that lack multimodal transportation access. DVRPC also encourages
the redevelopment of brownfields and greyfields into viable development sites, and state agencies in both
Pennsylvania and New Jersey have created funding streams and technical assistance programs to support the
reuse of these sites.

Corridor plans should consider the economic development implications of any proposed infrastructure
improvements, such as the development or redevelopment of land near a highway interchange, along an
arterial roadway, or in proximity to a transit station. A corridor study might include a market feasibility
study to assess what level of development a corridor might be able to support. If this is the case, at the start
of the corridor planning process, an economic baseline for the corridor should be established, noting the type
and level of economic activity on the corridor (type of business, employment, revenue, average salaries, etc.).
This will be useful not only to gauge the effectiveness of corridor revitalization going forward, but also to
help with evaluating the feasibility of various marketing strategies.

Existing zoning along a corridor (usually involving multiple municipalities) could be analyzed to tally how
much development the corridor is zoned for. For instance, in DVRPC’s Inter-municipal Cooperation: White
Horse Pike Economic Development and Land Use Assessment (2003), a zoning build-out analysis and market
study revealed that the corridor was over-zoned for commercial land uses. A corridor plan might also reveal
that little information is available on developable parcels along a corridor, as was the case with the White
Horse Pike Study, prompting the development of an available land database to promote development
opportunities along the corridor. 

In corridor studies with explicit revitalization goals, it is also important to address the role local government
plays in creating a climate conducive to economic growth. This might include analysis of how existing
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businesses evaluate the local tax system, as well as the relative ease of permitting and licensing. One effective
step might be to interview existing businesses on why they have chosen to locate in the corridor, and what
their major challenges are in remaining and growing. These challenges should be addressed by local
government as part of the broader corridor planning process. It is also useful to inventory and evaluate any
existing municipal economic development incentive programs, such as tax abatements, business
improvement districts, or Main Street programs, and their effect on the corridor.

In 2002, DVRPC created the Regional Economic Development Resource Guide to disseminate information
about funding and technical assistance programs that are available to support economic development
activities in the region. The guide was updated in 2007. When completing a corridor study with an economic
development component, use of this document may uncover information about possible future funding
opportunities that could assist the affected municipalities. 

For an example of a corridor study that includes a significant economic development component, see
DVRPC’s Inter-municipal Cooperation: White Horse Pike Economic Development and Land Use
Assessment (2003). 

For more information, see:

A Post-Global Economic Development Strategy. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission,
Philadelphia, PA. 2006. 

Municipal Implementation Tool #10: Reclaiming Brownfields. Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2006. 

Redesigning Shopping Centers in the Delaware Valley: From Greyfields to Community Assets.
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2005. 

Regional Economic Development Resource Guide. Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission, Philadelphia, PA. 2007.
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It is clear that no “one size fits all” approach can be applied to corridor planning, given their different
scales, levels of complexity, and goals. There are, however, some key elements that should be included in
every corridor study and in every corridor process, to better integrate transportation, land use/form, and
economic development. This integration is critical to improving the region’s transportation network,
guiding land use development and community design, and promoting economic development in the right
places in the region. The checklists contained in this report should be used as a guide when completing a
corridor study (or in some area studies) to ensure that the key questions and elements are included in a
deliberative process.

Communities interested in pursuing a corridor study should coordinate their proposal with the pertinent
city or county planning agency, State DOT and DVRPC. It is hoped that the information contained in this
report helps to define the steps and contents of a corridor study, as well as providing additional resources
to assist in the study process. Working in partnership at the local, county and regional levels, more
effective corridor studies, plans and projects can be formulated and implemented to resolve current
congestion and safety problems, while also respecting the communities and landscapes that they traverse.  

CONCLUSION
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APPENDIX A: USEFUL CHECKLISTS
FOR CORRIDOR EVALUATION
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RATING WALKING/PEDESTRIAN-FRIENDLINESS

Walkability Checklist: How Walkable Is Your Community? 

The National Center for Safe Routes to School, the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, the United
States Department of Transportation, and the United States Environmental Protection Agency created this
walkability checklist for anyone to use in order to judge the quality of the physical environment while
walking from one place to another. The checklist should be reviewed prior to the walk, and the questions
it asks should be given ratings or responses immediately after. Based on the responses, problem areas can
be identified through the worksheet and potential short- and long-term solutions to improving the
community for walking are summarized in the “Improving Your Community’s Score…” section. The
checklist also has a section on where to go for additional resources. 

www.walkinginfo.org/walkingchecklist.htm

Pedestrian-Friendliness Scorecard

The Voorhees Transportation Policy Institute created the Pedestrian-Friendliness Scorecard in 2003 to
measure the overall pedestrian friendliness of a community or municipality. It is designed for use by
citizens or officials. It identifies 10 criteria for a pedestrian-friendly environment, and allows the user to
rate each of these for their own community, and then add up the ratings to determine an overall grade for
the community’s walkability. www.smartgrowthgateway.org/pdf_folder/tpiwalkscorecard-5.xls

Walkability Checklist

Active Independent Aging, of Ottawa, Canada, created this Walkability Checklist in 2004 to consider the
walking needs for the elderly on a neighborhood level. This checklist rates the physical environment for
safety and pleasantness. The final tally gives a walkability rating, and gives suggestions for improvements
with an older population in mind. www.falls-chutes.com/guide/english/resources/handouts/walkchecklist.html
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RATING BICYCLING/BICYCLE-FRIENDLINESS

Bikeability Checklist

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the Pedestrian Bicycle Information Center, and the
U.S. Department of Transportation created a bikeability checklist for anyone interested in biking to review
specific bike riding conditions. It is a short review of the conditions of the bike riding area, including road
conditions, intersections, continuity of facilities, and bicyclist safety. The checklist provides a rating for
the bikeability of the ride, and gives suggestions and resources for improving an area’s bikeability. 

www.bicyclinginfo.org/cps/checklist.htm
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RATING PROPOSED LAND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS IN
DEVELOPMENT REVIEW

The Development Review Checklist

The New Jersey Office of Smart Growth (formerly Office of State Planning), developed The Development
Review Checklist in 1995. The checklist is intended for use by anyone involved in the development
process from design to project evaluation. In particular, it attempts to incorporate new development
seamlessly into existing communities by recommending good design principles. This checklist includes
practices for a wide variety of projects, big and small, and as a result not every recommendation will be
appropriate for most developments. It includes questions on community form and structure, transportation
and circulation, parking, housing, commercial land uses, community facilities, and parks and open space. 

www.nj.gov/dca/osg/docs/developmentchecklist110195.pdf

Smart Growth Scorecard for Proposed Developments

New Jersey Future created the Smart Growth Scorecard for Proposed Developments for use by local
officials and citizens in identifying smart growth strengths and weaknesses in proposed development.
Proposed developments are reviewed for how well they meet selected smart growth techniques, such as
whether it is located near existing development and infrastructure; provides for a variety of housing
options; preserves green space; contains a mix of land uses and transportation alternatives, including the
pedestrian; and fits in with the local architecture. A grade of A through F is calculated to determine the
project’s smart growth benefits and/or shortcomings. www.njfuture.org/Media/Docs/development_card.pdf

Delaware Valley Smart Growth Alliance Project Recognition
Program Criteria

The Delaware Valley Smart Growth Alliance, an alliance of public sector, private sector, and nonprofit
organizations devoted to smart growth, has developed a project recognition program, to endorse proposed
projects prior to development approval. Developers with projects in the entitlement stage submit their
proposed development to the alliance for review against established smart growth criteria (attached). The
alliance reviews projects on a quarterly basis, and then issues letters of endorsement for the selected smart
growth projects, and can offer testimony before local approval authorities. This document is directed
towards the development and design community. www.delawarevalleysmartgrowth.org/criteria.htm

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design for Neighborhood
Development (LEED-ND) Rating System

LEED-ND is the first national standard rating system for neighborhood design, developed by the U.S.
Green Building Council, the Congress for New Urbanism, and the Natural Resource Defense Council. It
integrates the principles of smart growth, urbanism, and green building, and provides independent, third-
party verification that a development’s location and design meet high standards for environmentally
responsible, sustainable development. The rating system is still in the pilot stages, and will be further
refined in 2007 and 2008, with an official launch in 2009. Due the lengh of the LEED rating system
material, it could not be included in this report. However, it may be accessed online at:

www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=148
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RATING MUNICIPAL ACCEPTANCE AND PLANNING
FOR SMART GROWTH

Smart Growth Scorecard for Municipal Review

New Jersey Future created the Smart Growth Scorecard for Municipal Review to identify smart growth
strengths and weaknesses in municipal planning and decision-making. The Municipal Review Scorecard
can determine whether a municipality is growing smart, and whether or not the right tools are in place to
do so. Questions are asked about the community’s land use plans and planning practices to determine
overall commitment to smart growth in general, and measure municipal sophistication about land use
issues. Specific questions are asked about the town’s master plan, zoning code, affordable housing strategy
and/or plan, parking regulations, and open space plan, among others. A grade of A through F is calculated
to determine the municipality’s smart growth strengths and weaknesses. 

www.njfuture.org/Media/Docs/municipal_card.pdf
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ASSESSING POTENTIAL TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL, CULTURAL, AND SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS
BEFORE STANDARD SCOPING

PennDOT Planning Partners Checklist (Planning and Programming
Checklist) for Use by MPOs and RPOs in Transportation Project Development

In 2006, PennDOT created a checklist for MPOs/RPOs and counties to use when assessing a transportation
project to identify potential environmental, cultural, and socioeconomic factors that might impact the
schedule, budget, or level of documentation required for a specific transportation project. This checklist is
intended to precede the standard scoping process. The information on the checklist is intended to be shared
with PennDOT officials after its completion, early in the process of transportation project development.
The items on the checklist can be fairly in-depth, ranging from the presence of wild trout and HQ/EV
waters to known archaeology, environmental justice populations, and public involvement activities. For
many of the checklist items, PennDOT has provided an entry on its accompanying “Planning and
Programming Checklist Pop-Up Document” with clarifications and links to additional resources pertaining
to a particular item. This accompanying document is intended to guide users of the checklist in fully
comprehending the scope and method of assessment for each checklist item. 

www.dot.state.pa.us/Internet/Bureaus/CPDM.nsf
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Abstract: This study, Corridor Planning Guide, is designed to review how corridor studies are
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on corridor studies. Developing a stronger land use and transportation linkage is an important part of
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